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Community Center Looks
Ahead To Secure Future
The Memphis Gay and Lesbian
Community Center begins the
month of March in promising fi—
nancial condition. A surge ofcom—
munitysupport both financial and
volunteer put the Center on firmer
ground by February 1, and plans
for its future will be dlscussedin

March.
A special open board meeting
has been scheduled for Monday,
March 11, at 7 PM. The topic to be
discussed will be future plans for
the Center—anoverview ofhow it
isused, space requirements, groups
who use the facility, and how to
*increasecommunityawarenessand
support.
Barclay, the Center‘s director,
and treasurer Damon Meeks will
soon be preparing the financial
records and budget to be included
in the application for a tax—exempt
status. One at—large board position
remains open; nominations will
take place at the March business
meeting.

Around 100 attendees at a
skating party held February 23
provided another donation (to be
shared with ATEAC). This was
put together by the organizers of
the Third Friday Coffee House.
Aphrodite contributed over $700
from its benefit the next night. A
third fundraiser was held at G.
Bellington Rumples February 27;
results were not available at press
time. The Lambda Men‘s Chorus
will host a Spaghetti Dinner and
Bake Sale to benefit the Center
Saturday, March 3.
The Open House held Feb. 24
brought volunteers together and
some new faces in. Buffet snacks
were provided by a committee
headed by board member Debbie
Clarkson. "Today has been a
gathering, we are purposely not
asking for money," said Barclay.
"Paying rentisn‘tthe issueso much
as having the community get in—
volved."

Gay Scout Fights for Rights
Los Angeles—Final argu—
ments in a 10—year legal battle to
allow homosexuals into the Boy
Scouts of America took place on
Feb. 22 in Los Angeles. An
ACLU lawyer argued that BSA
should have not more right to
exclude homosexuals than Ro—
tary International to exclude
women. A lawyer for the Scouts,
however, said that admitting
homosexuals contradicts Scout
policy that says that homosexu—
als are poor role models.
The comments came in the
second phase of a trial in which
Timothy Curran, a former Eagle
Scout, is challenging the organi—
zation‘s homophobic policies.
Curran was expelled from
scouting in 1980 after Scout of—
ficials learned he had taken a
man to his senior prom. He sued
and has been seeking the right to
rejoin the Scouts as an adult
Scout leader.

Last year, Superior Court
Judge Sally Disco ruled that the
Scouts had violated a state civil
rights law when it refused
Curran‘s request to lead a Scout
troop. In the second phase ofthe
trial, the Scouts have to prove
that accepting a Gay leaderwould
harm the organization. A Scout
lawyer said that homosexuality
violates "a code of positive
values, including the oath that
says a Scout is morally straight."
Curran‘s lawyers noted that
the Scouts have no written policy
saying that homosexuality is in—
consistent with being "morally
straight."
Judge Disco took the matter
under consideration and said she
would rule at a future date.
Curran, now 29, said he would
still like to become a Scoutmas—
ter. "Absolutely," he said. "To—
morrow if I could."

Dublin, Ireland—An appeals
judge Feb. 26 upheld the convic—
tion ofthe Irish Family Planning
Association for illegally selling
condoms in a record store. To
add insult to injury, the judge
raised the penalty.
The organization was found
guilty of selling condoms at a
safe sex information booth after
police bought a packet in Janu—
ary.
Irish law allows condoms to
be sold only at pharmacies and
only to people over the age of 18.
Store owner Richard Branson
told the judge the profits from
the sales at his store go to AIDS
research. He appealed to the Irish
government to change the "ar

chaic law."
According to an Associated
Press report, Branson said, "To
be honest, I think it is an utter
disgrace that in the 1990‘s the
laws of Ireland will be respon—
sible for the deaths of thousands
of young people.
The Irish Family Planning
Asssociation is weighing its op—
tions and may defy the law and
continue sales. A second con—
viction could bring a fine of
$8,750.
Recent figures from the World
Health Organization put the
number of people with AIDS in
Ireland at about 140 with ap—
proximately 1000 people esti—
mated to be infected with HIV.

Church Task Force Favors
Homosexual Ordination
The Presbyterian Church‘s the conservative and evangelical
(USA) task force report which side of the denomination have
says, among other things, that indicated that the report will
homosexuals should be ordained concede homosexuality as a valid
may be doomed. According to lifestyle. Furthermore, the report
The CommercialAppeal, church is expected to view marriage as
conservatives say the report has only one of several valid choices
no chance of becoming doctrine. and that sex should be valued as
The 220—page report, issued much outside a marriage as in
by the church‘s Task Force on one.
Before the report can become
Human Sexuality, was mailed
Feb. 22 to churchofficials. The doctrine, it must be reviewed and
task force has been examining accepted by the General Assem—
traditional beliefs on sexuality bly, the church‘s governing body.
The General Assembly next
and morality.
Churchpublications reflecting meets in Baltimore in June.
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Effort to Document and Counteract
Anti—Gay Violence Launched by NGLTF
Washington, D.C. — A na— othercities will release theirvio— packet that includes fact sheets,
tionwide effort to document and lence statistics for 1990. Some suggested activities, media tips,
counteract violence against Les— community and campus—based and statistical tally forms.
bians and Gay men will be groups also will announce their For more information on the
launched this month by the Na— plans forcounteracting anti—Gay campaign, write or call the
tional Gay &LesbianTaskForce incidents in their areas. NGLTF NGLTF Policy Institute Anti—
(NGLTF) and community—based strongly encourages other Gay Violence Project at 1734 14th St.
groups fighting the growing andLesbian groupstoparticipate NW, Washington, D.C., 20009
(202) 332—6483.
problem of homophobic harass— in the campaign.
"As
the
nation‘s
Lesbian
and
ment and attacks.
The "Campaign to Count and Gay communities continue to oth Annual
Counter Hate Crimes," which make progress toward equality,
kicks offMarch 6 will encourage freedom and visibility, we are
and assist local efforts to docu— increasingly under attack," said
mentanti—Gayincidents, educate Kevin Berrill, NGLTF Anti—
Lesbian and Gay people on how Violence Project director. "As
to resist violence, and advocate the number of anti—Gay attacks
for vigorous official response to climbs, we‘ve seen a corre—
spondingincreaseduringthepast
the problem.
The campaign launch will year in the level of rage in our
feature media conferences, fo— community. This year, our goal
rums, rallies, and other events will be not only to highlight the
across the country. NGLTF will problem, but focus on safe—
announce the campaign and re— guarding our lives and commu—
lease its annual violence report. nities."
Groups in Boston, New York, The campaign is a collabora—
Chicago, Minneapolis, San tive effort between NGLTF and
Francisco, Los Angeles, Pitts— grassroots anti—violence organi—
burgh, Cleveland, the District of zations. Participants in the cam—
Columbia, Alexandria, VA., and paign receive an organizing
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NGLTF‘s Position Paper on
the Persian Gulf War
Washington, DC — The National
Gay & Lesbian Task Force (NGLTF)
opposes the war in the Persian Gulf.
We believe it directly and detrimen—
tally affects the lives of Gay men and
Lesbians and the aspirations for
equality ofthe Gay and Lesbian com—
munity. We are deeply concerned this
war will allow our political leaders to
ignore the pressingproblems facedby
the Gay and Lesbian community.
Our opposition is not directed at
the brave individuals fighting on the
frontlines for ourcountry. These indi—
viduals are, in many instances, our
lovedones. Staffmembers ofNGLTF,
like many in our community, have
brothers and sisters, nephews and
nieces, lovers and friends in the war.
Wepray for their safety as fervently as
we pray for peace.
In presenting this position paper
on the war, we are choosing to focus
on what we know best — the Lesbian
and Gay community. But we are also
acutely aware that war raises issues
affecting the entire nation and the
world, including the value of human
life and the methods ofresolving con—
flicts; the control of the world‘s eco—
nomic resources and how those
resources are distributed; the repre—
sentation of Third World nations and
people of color in the Western media,
and the maintenance of racial hierar—
chies; and domestic priorities and the
allocation ofresources to solvearange
of social and economic injustices.
We harbor no illusions about the
intentions of the Iraqi government or
the brutality of Saddam Hussein. We
also recognize that war in the Gulf
raises critically important concerns
about how best to create a just peace
for all people of the region. Nonethe—
less, we remain convinced the war is
a tragedy for everyone involved—
including those on the battle lines and
at home—and that a peaceful, diplo—
matic settlement best serves the legiti—
mate aspirations of all human beings.
Background
The last ten years, coinciding with
the AIDS health crisis, have seen the
emergence of a new kind of Gay and
Lesbian community. Our community
has built upon the successes of our
earlier work. We have established
serious and stable political social ser—
vice and health care institutions. We
have mobilized our community to
challenge and transform government
policy. We have united across the
lines of gender, race, class, and politi—
cal difference—agreeing to disagree
where needed, but supporting each
other in our struggle to end discrimi—
nation based on sexual orientation.
Our community today is more dedi—
cated, more outspoken, more deter—
mined than ever to achieve full
freedom.
During the past decade, the AIDS
health crisis has done a great deal to
broaden what we think of as Gay and
Lesbian concerns. Through AIDS, we
have addressed issues ranging from
the development of drugs to the deliv—
2—The Triangle Journal— March 1991

ery of health services; from the struc—
ture of research in this country to the
care ofour homeless. AIDS has shown
us that we are not immune from the
effects of institutionalized racism—
Gay and bisexual men and women of
color with AIDS and HIV remain the
most under—served by current AIDS
policy. We have learned we are not
isolated from theproblems ofthe poor.
We have learned that our lawmakers
are willing to play politics as usual
while our friends, lovers, colleagues,
and family members suffer and die.
The last ten years of our history
have built a new Gay and Lesbian
politics—a politics of coalition, not
isolation; a politics of confidence, not
apology; a politics that celebrates the
difference we represent as a Gay
people and doesnot offer assimilation
as the quid pro quo for our freedom.
Because we believe the broader
social andpolitical contextprofoundly
affects our loves and aspirations as
Lesbians and Gay men, NGLTF sub—
mits this position paper outlining our
opposition to the war in the Persian
Gulf.
Diverting Funds and Attention
The first source of our opposition
to this war stems from our concern
that pressing domestic issues will be
put aside by national leaders as this
crisis unfolds. We cannot afford more
years of neglect toward the multiple
crises facing Gay people.
The bill for the first day of Oper—
ation Desert Storm was estimated to
be $500 million dollars (Washington
Times, 1/18/91). Other reports indi—
cate we could spend $1 billion a day
on the war (WashingtonPost, 1/24/91).
The Pentagon already plans to ask for
$20—$50 billion in supplemental ap—
propriations for fiscal year 1991. In a
matterofdays, the military operations
in the Gulf cost the equivalent of the
entire 1991 Federal appropriations for
AIDS. In a matter of hours, the U.S.
spent the same amount as the 1991
appropriations for the Ryan White
AIDS Resource Emergency Act.
When we lobby for AIDS funding
or funding for any of our domestic
objectives, we are told there is only so
much available in the pie. We are told
about the budget deficit and how we
must choose between funds for AIDS
or funds for cancer. We are told we
cannotexpecttheFederal government
to pick up the tab for repairing the
crumbling infrastructure of our na—
tion. If funds are this scarce already,
how can the war be financed without
slashing domestic programs further?
NGLTF believes the current levels
of funding for AIDS are not enough.
Weknow muchmoremoneyis needed
to support basic research to find a
cure. The Ryan White Care Act must
be fully funded in 1992, rather than
piecemeal as itwas in 1991. The health
care delivery system needs to be over—
hauled and adequately funded in or—
der to serve the needs ofthose whoare
sick. We need more money to protect
and save the lives of people of color
with AIDS and women with AIDS
and HIV. The increase in new HIV

infections among Gay and bisexual ©
Editorials appearing in The Triangle Journal News represent
men speaks to the urgent need for
the opinions of the authors only unless otherwise indicated.
increased AIDS prevention and edu—
cation efforts. Our service providers
The war requires us to learn again
are crying our for relief. We need hypocritical and insulting toexpect us
to support the military when it so and understand the dynamics of race
money for health, not war.
and class in America. Many members
Our community has pressing and blatantly exploits us.
The military is the single most of
services and reserve units
unaddressed needs in other areas as
important national institution imple— in Saudi Arabia— including many
well:
* Violence: From funding data menting and lobbying for discrimi— Gay men and Lesbians—did not en—
collection of hate crimes to training nation against Gay people. A war of listbecause they wanted to fight in the
law enforcement officials, from sup— any length will vastly increase its Gulf. They enlisted because military
porting services for victims of vio— power and influence in national life service is one of the few options
lence toestablishing hotlinesandother and politics. Supporting the war sup— available to people of color to get
community—based responses to vio— ports the forces that obstruct the training in job skills and to get a
college education. Opportunities that
lence—the government has yet to ful— progress of our movement.
Finally, every war the U.S. has the white middle—class haseasy access
fill its responsibility to Lesbian and
foughtin the 20th Century has proven to are out of reach of these commu—
Gay Americans.
* Youth: Despite the conclusions hostile tomovementsforsocialchange nities. These young men and women
of its own expert study showing that and social injustice. War unleashes responded to the appeal of recruiters
up to 30% of all youth suicide in— irrational passions and fosters intol— who visited their schools and homes
volved teens dealing with sexual erance. It finds and manufactures and promised them training, educa—
identity problems, the federal govern— scapegoats. Japanese—Americans, tion, and adventure. Now, unexpect—
ment has done nothing to address the Blacks, immigrants, political dissent— edly, they are being asked to die for a
needs ofGay andLesbian youth. Other ers, and Gay men and Lesbians have war they did not choose.
NGLTF is taking a stand on the
needs are crisis intervention and sup— been victims. We cannot afford to
encourage policies that will lead the war for the same reason we have taken
port services.
a position on a range of issues that are
*+ Lesbian Health: Largely ig— nation in this direction again.
A Multi—Issue or
not specifically "Gay rights" issues—
nored and unaddressed by policy
Single Issue Movement?
in order to respond to the needs of the
makers, thedisproportionateincidence
Over the last ten years, a Gay entire Lesbian and Gay community so
of breast and gynecological cancers
among Lesbians require immediate movement thathas been largely white, wecan buildamovementthat includes
attention. Full funding of research male, and middle class has begun to us all.
Democracy and Dissent
into Lesbian health problems remains learn slowly andpainfully thatitcannot
succeed unless it speaks to all the
Perhaps the most fundamental
a pipe dream.
Besides diverting funds from do— members of the Gay and Lesbian value we cherish is the freedom to
mestic needs, the war will also drain community. Many of us have learned dissent. NGLTF‘s position will be
the attention of lawmakers in Wash— about the sexism that Lesbians face debated within and outside the Gay
ington and elsewhere. A comprehen— every day. This has led NGLTF, as and Lesbian community. We wel—
sive Gay and Lesbian political agenda well as many other Gay andLesbian come the perspectives of those who
will fade into the background as — organizations, to support among other disagree, and we commit ourselves to _
elected officials and government bu— thingsreproductiverights and freedom learning from their views.
But to those who argue that a Gay
reaucrats occupy themselves with the of choice. Many of us have learned
about the devastating effects ofracism and Lesbian organization has no busi—
demandsofwar. Ouragendaincludes:
«Gay/Lesbian Rights Bill. In the on Gay and Lesbian people of color. ness speaking out about this crisis, we
wake of 1990 legislative victories in This has led NGLTF and all organi— say that is precisely what our move—
Congress around hate crimes and im— zations which supported the 1987 ment is about: The ability of our com—
migration, the movement has been March on Washington, to oppose munity and each of us to take our
preparing to mount a sustained drive apartheid in South Africa. It led us in rightful place as full partners in this
1990 to support the Civil Rights Act. society. We believe it is our business
to direct attention to a Gay and Les—
bian civil rights bill—to call for hear— The result of this learning has been to to articulate positions on major world
ings, line up sponsors and testimony expand the base of the movement and actions thataffect the Gay and Lesbian
to increase the number of Gay men community.
and lobby for passage.
We do not fight for the freedom to
* Full recognition of our fami— and Lesbians who are involved in and
lies. A profound revolution is under— committed to the movement.
continued on page 14
way as a result of our community‘s
rightful claim that family is based on
love, not sex roles or heterosexual
orientation. This revolution requires
major domestic policy changes. Do—
mestic partnerships must be recog—
nizedand benefits extended, and child
custody and adoption laws reformed.
These are the priorities NGLTF is
committed to enacting. The wartime
Box 11485, Memphis, Tennessee 38111—0485
Phone (901) 454—1411 (Evenings)
climate in Washington and through—
out the country threatens to derail
The Triangle Journal News assumes no liability for claim made by advertisers.
these efforts.
Appearance in this publication is not to be construed as an indication of sexual
Military War Fever and the Gay
orientation, preference, or identity unless specifically stated. We welcome
and Lesbian Community
materials submitted by readers, but reserve the right to edit or reject such
materials. The Triangle Journal Newsis published 12 times a year by Printers Ink.
The war highlights again the
First class mailed subscriptions are available at $12 per year.
military‘s discriminatory policy
againstLesbiansand Gay men and the
Co—Editors
role the military plays in perpetuating
Allen Cook « John Stilwell
our second—class status.
Staff Writers
As many as 40,000 Gay and Les—
Vincent Astor « Bob Dumais » Becky Caperton
bian military personnel may be
Roger Smith « Vance Reger
Typesetting And Layout
fighting for this country today in the
Allen Cook « John Stilwell « Bob Dumais « Vincent Astor
Persian Gulf. TheDefense Department
Advertising
sanctions this involvement because
Vincent Astor « Bob Dumais
the country needs every body. But the
Copyright ©1991 by Printers Ink. Reprint permission on non—syndicated material
Pentagon has told Gay and Lesbian
is granted to Gay publications only, provided proper credit is given. Microfilmed
by Southern Gay Archives, Boca Raton, FL.
soldiers they will be discharged if
they are lucky enough to survive. It is

Perry Watkins Settles
Seattle— Sgt. 1st Class Perry
Watkins has settled his long—
standing lawsuit against what he
considered an improper Army dis—
charge for $135,000 in back pay
and full retirement benefits. He
plans to keep working to get the
ban on homosexuals in the mili—
tary overturned.
According to an Associated
Press story, the Army says that its

Lawsuit—Army Policy Remains Unchanged
induction medical form question
about "homosexual tendencies."
Later three Army investigations
were initiated afterhe told superi—
ors about his homosexuality, but
he was allowed to re—enlist after
each one.

policy against homosexuals will
remain unchanged.
The American Civil Liberties
Union of Washington, which
helped Watkins in the case, said
that the agreement provides
Watkins will voluntarily retire with
an honorable discharge. He was
also promoted from the rank of
staffsergeant to sergeantfirstclass,
retroactive to June 1, 1985.

Watkins, 42, would have been
eligible for a full pension in 1988
after 20 years, but the Army gave
him an honorable discharge in
1984. At the time he had four years
left on his most recent enlistment.
The 9th U.S. Circuit Court of

Appeals ruled inMay thatthe Army
must allow Watkins to serve out
his enlistment because it had re—
peatedly enlisted him in the past
knowing he was a homosexual.
Watkins, who was drafted, says
that he answered "yes" to a pre—

Mickey and Bill‘s

AIDS Milestones
Geneva, Switzerland— Nearly
9,000 new cases of AIDS were
reported to the World Health Or—
ganization in January bringing the
world total to 323,378 since 1980.
In its monthly update, WHO
said most of the new cases came
from Europe and South America.
No new report was received from
the United States, but Dec. 31,
1990 figures revealed the U.S. with

half the world‘s total cases with
154,791.
The figures represent the num—
ber of "full—blown" AIDS cases
and not the number of people in—
fected with HIV.
WHO forecasts that up to 30
million people will carry the virus
by the end of the century, includ—
ing 10 million children born to
infected mothers.

RI Student Expelled Under
Offensive Speech Code
A student at Brown University
in Providence, R.I. has been ex—
pelled for uttering slurs against
blacks, Jews, and homosexuals.
Douglas Hann, 21, is believed
to be the first student expelled by a
college under an offensive speech
code. Some colleges have adopted
offensive speech codes in the past
few years due to increased sexual
and racial harassment.
Mark Nickel, a spokesman for
the university, said that Hann vio—
lated three sections of a disciplin—
ary code relating to harassment,
"alcohol—related behavior," and
"unreasonably disruptive" con—
duct.
Sophomore Andy Bernstein
related Hann‘s alleged infractions
in the Brown Daily Herald. His
report is based upon interviews
with witnesses.
Last October, Hann yelled an
obscenity and a racial epithet while
standing outside a dormitory win—
dow. The insult was apparently
directed at no one in particular.
After a white student in the dorm
asked Hann to be quieter, he began
insulting the student, calling him
an insulting term for a male homo—
sexual and an "(expletive) Jew."
The insulted student gathered
some friends and followed Hann
as he left the area. This angered
Hann who is quoted as telling one
of the students, a black woman:
""My parents own you people."
Hann has previously been
placed on probation for alcohol—
related behavior and fighting with
a black student.
Detractors ofthe school‘spolicy

say that it violates the First
Amendment. Many say that
schools should take other steps
such as upgrading security, mi—
nority recruitment, and multicul—
tural education toimprove campus
conditions.
Others say that shouting racial
and sexual insults falls under the
"fighting words" doctrine and is
not protected speech.
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Was St. Paul An
Unhappy Gay?
New York— An Episcopal bishop con—
tends that the Apostle Paul was a self—hating,
repressed homosexual.
Bishop John Shelby Spong of the New—
ark, N.J. diocese writes, ‘Nothing else could
account for Paul‘s self—judging rhetoric, his
negative feeling toward his own body, and
his sense of being controlled by something
he had no power to change."
The book, Rescuing the Bible From Fun—
damentalism, is being published by Harper
Collins.
Spong, a 59—year—old husband and father
of three grown daughters, has championed
the integration ofblacks, women, Gays, and
Lesbians into the Episcopal church.
Spong told The New York Times that his
interpretation explains what he called St.
Paul‘s hostility toward women, suchas when
he ordered wives "to submit to your hus—
bands," as well as the fact that he never
married.
Spong says that the book‘s focus is not on
Paul but the fact that fundamentalist inter—
pretations are gaining acceptance due to the
mainstream church‘s failure to address the
Bible‘s literainess. He argues that Biblical
tales ofmiracles should not be taken literally.

NAKED BODEES
LOOK GREAT IN THESE

"PINK

PYRAMID"
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HOT PINK
TRIANGLE
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Pittsburgh Gay
Rights Ordinance
Faces Repeal Attempt
Pittsburgh, PA —The Associated Press
reports that nearly 10,000 residents have
signed a petition to repeal a city ordinance
prohibiting discrimination against homo—
sexuals. Gay rights advocates have vowed a
fight.
Bill Hileman, a spokeman for the Pitts—
burghFaimess Campaign, a group organized
to support the ordinance, said, ‘This petition
is a vicious attack upon the Gay, Lesbian,
and bisexual community."
A petitition signed by 9,800 residents of
Allegheny County will put the question on
a May 21 ballot.
The ordinance makes it illegal to deny
housing, jobs, or restaurant accommoda—
tions to Gay men and women— the same
protections afforded people on the basis of
race, creed, national origin, or gender under
the city‘s Human Relations Act. The ordi—
nance was approved by the Pittsburgh city
council a year ago.
Medical Workers
Against Mandatory
HIV Testing
Atlanta— Medical workers have spoken
out against the Center for Disease Control‘s
possible plan to test doctors and dentists for
HIV.
David Barr of the Gay Men‘s Health
Crisis believes that the CDC "has served to
create the impression of a great risk."
The CDC is considering recommending
HIV testing for medical workers, dentists,
and surgeons, but will take no action until it
receives written comments.
4—The Triangle Journal— March 1991
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Doctors, medical workers, and civil rights
advocates maintained over two days of
hearings that the risk of contracting HIV
from medical workers is so small that
mandatory testing is not warranted.
The American Medical Association and
the American Dental Association both re—
sponded to the disclosure that a Florida
dentist with AIDS apparently infected three
of his patients. The associations recom—
mended that their AIDS—infected practl—

tioners either notify their patients or give
up surgery.
A CDC draft report estimates the risk of
transmitting AIDS to a patient from an
infected dentist at between 1 in 263,000 and
1 in 2.6 million patients. The risk of trans—
mission from surgeons is higher: from 1 in
42,000 to 1 in 417,000. By comparison the
risk ofbeing struck by lightning intheUnited
States is 1 in 20,000.

Mail orders add $2.25 per item shipping

Gay Ad Irks
Republican Leader
Fairfax, Va.— An advertisement placed
in the student newspaper at West Spring
High School has raised the ire of Patrick
Mullins, chairman of the Fairfax County
Republican National Committee. Mullins
asserts that the school ‘s principal should not
have allowed students to decide to print the
ad which invites Gay youth to a weekly
discussion group.
"We definitely feel (the Sexual Minority
Youth Assistance League) is encouraging
young people to try the Gay lifestyle," said
Mullins.
The student paper‘s editor, Lisa Botello,
17,justified the ad‘s placementto the Fairfax
Journal: "We figured that this ad is provid—
ing a service. And if it provides a service for
one person in our schoolthen it‘s going to be
beneficial no matter what."

Last year a similar ad caused controversy
when it ran in the Annendale High School —
Student newspaper.
The discussion group‘ s coordinator, Julie
Morrissey, explains that the meetings give
students a chance to discuss their feelings
and sexuality with people their own age.

ip

Gay Switchboard
Ten volunteersmet at the Feb—
ruary GayRap for a Switchboard
in—service. Facilitators Vincent
Astor and Bob Dumais had pre—
pared a newly updated referral list
which was passed out to the volun—
teers and discussed. The list is an
expanded version of the Gay Re—
sources section of this newspaper
with additional listings. Longtime
volunteers swapped anecdotes with
newer ones, and the proper atti—
tudes when dealing with callers
were explored. A history of the
Switchboard can be found in this

month‘s Memphian‘s Memoir.
Anyone wishing to volunteer
for the Switchboard should con—
tact Barclay at the MGLCC (276—
4651). Training consists of: pick—
ing up a referral sheet, an explana—
tion of the Do‘s and Don‘ts per—
taining to staffing the Switchboard,
and spending part of an evening
with a working volunteer to get a
feel for the types of callers.
The topic forthe March
had not been scheduled at press
time.

_

New Volunteers Revamp

m

A

RETREAT

FOR

LESBIANS

July 5, 6 and 7, 1991
Themes:

&.
—
raz

the joy of being a woman,
lesbian ethics, non—violence.
This retreat will include: presentations, media, discussion,
socializing, time for private prayer, and appropriate rituals.

Retreat Facilitator:
MARY TOBIAS HAGAN, csj,
director of Rockhaven,
a center for fostering feminine spiritual consciousness.

Holy Trinity Dedication

Cost: $80.00 per person.

Services To Be Held
Holy Trinity Community
Church will hold two dedication
services atits new facilities at 2323
Monroe at East Parkway on Sun—
day, March 17 beginning at 11:00
am. The church building formerly
housed Eternal Mercy Lutheran
Church for the Deaf.
The Rev. Rod Bragg, pastor of
the Metropolitan Community
Church of Nashville, will deliver
the morning sermon. A pot luck
~lunch will be served after the ser—
vice.
Beginning at 4:00 pm, the offi—
cial dedication service will begin.
The Rev. Reid Christensen, pastor
of First Metropolitan Community
Church of Atlanta, GA, will be
bringing the message. Rev. John
Tolley and the members of Agape
New Life Church have been in—
vited to participate in the church
dedication.

Location:
According to HTCC Pastor Ri—
Rockhaven... House Springs, MO;
chard Johnson, the church build—
wooded area in the foothills of the Ozarks.
ing became available when its
air conditioned, swimming pool, excellent healthful meals.
former congregation moved to the
Whitehaven area. The facilities in—
Brochures are available at Meristem Bookstore, 276—0282
clude a sanctuary which will ac—
and from Faith at 324—6949.
commodate 130—150 worshipers.
An attached Fellowship Hall has a
fully—equipped kitchen, large ‘c.
",
meeting rooms, and space for of—
fices. The building has two small —A Review
parking lots.
The Way We
Regular services will be held at
The number
11:00am on Sunday mornings with Live Now
you need for
a Bible study group meeting on
by Vincent Astor
your financial
Wednesdays at 7:30 pm. In re—
A two weekend run of The Way
sponse to the number of members
needs.
with children, a Gay parents sup— We Live Now, a unique look at liv—
There‘s one simple source
port group is being formed and ing with AIDS, closed Feb. 24 at
for taking care of your
will meet on alternate Thursday the Little Theatre at Theatre
personal financial
evenings. For more information, Memphis. A portion of the ticket
planning as well as
call Richard Johnson at 726—9443. proceeds is earmarked forATEAC
business planning needs.

Theatre Memp his‘
"Friends" to Benefit PWA‘s
Some of Memphis‘ best known
members of the music and theatre
community will be on stage at
Theatre Memphis, Monday, March
25, in a 7:30 PM benefit called
"You Gotta Have Friends." Sub—
titled "AnEvening ofFun, Laughs,
Good Times," the $25 ticket price
will go to the Memphis Aid to End
AIDS Committee and, specifically,
their People with AIDS direct as—
sistance program. Theatre Mem—
phis is donating the performance
and rehearsal space as well as
tickets and all box office opera—
tions including advance mail
orders. The $25 ticket price in—
cludes a reception at Theatre
Memphis after the performance
with members of the cast. Fasci—
nating Foods is contributing the
reception.

Performers slated to appear in
"You Gotta Have Friends" in—
clude such well—known music
names as Carla Thomas and Joyce
Cobb, and a bevy of top perform—
ers from Memphis stages includ—
ing Jude Knight, Cayce Blanchard,
Jim Ostrander, Scott Maitland
(whose idea gave birth to the revue
and who has spearheaded its orga—
nization), Ann Sharp, Susan
Brindley, Barry Fuller, Tony Gar—
ner, Mark Enright, AnnMarie Hall,
and Charles Billings.
Checks accompanying advance
ticket orders should be made pay—
able to Theatre Memphis and sent
to P.O. Box 240117, Memphis,
TN 38124. For additional infor—
mation, call Diane Jahnke at The—
atre Memphis, 682—8323.

and 53 people attended ATEAC‘s
benefit performance on prevue
night.
The original story was written
by Susan Sonntag and adapted to
play form by Edward Parone. The
piece depicts a male PWA, who
remains anonymous and unseen,
through the reactions and discus—
sions of his circle of friends. We
learn about him only through the
reactions and comments of these
people who have declared a truce
among themselves in order to sup—
port one friend whom they all
deeply care about.
Each individual‘s personal re—
lationship is revealed; some are
friends, some acquaintances, some
former lovers (male and female),
but all become more involved with
one another through this common
bond. A long time passes, several
phases ofthe disease pass. Close to
the end, old differences begin to
surface among these people, and it
is unclear what their interrelation
ships will become. There is, how—
ever, always hope.

Call Charles Butler, CFP
at
MBA MS — Tax
IDs
An American Express company
AMERICAN
Domess
m

Billed as areading forsix voices,
Brian Mott directed a very talented
cast in uniformly exceptional per—
formances. The "Hilda saids" and
"Aileen saids" remain from the
original short story, and a narrator
fills in certainexplanatory sections.
This might seem awkward but was
played very smoothly and con—
vincingly by the ensemble. The
staging was precise and unclut—
tered, sound and lighting combin—
ing to define episodes within the
single act.
As compact a production as this
play is, it would be nice to see it
tour. It provides a very human per—
spective to a disease known only
as an abbreviation and has every—

767—3661
© 1987 IDS Financial Corporation
All rights reserved.

thing to do with those surrounding
aperson seriously ill. Hearingthese
reactions spoken out loud does not
speak judgment on whether they
are correct or unfeeling, insensi—
tive or confused, but only that they
are human. One longtime ATEAC
volunteer remarked that he had
said every line in the play at least
once.
A souvenir poster for the show
was designed by Ellsworth and
Holmes. Though pretty and perti—
nent, the importantcopy was barely
readable even close up. It unfor—
tunately arrived the day before
opening and most of its promo—
tional value was lost.
5—The Triangle Journal—March 1991
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University of Va. Dis

,7
Books & More for Women & Their Friends

Ban On Federal Recruitment
Charlottesville, VA—TheFBI,
CIA, and the military will be al—
lowed to continue recruiting on the
campus ofthe University of Va. in
spite of the university‘s recent
adoption of a policy banning dis—
crimination against Gays.
Del. GeorgeAllen, R—Albemarle,
became the main impetus behind
the move when he persuaded half
of the members in the common—
wealth‘s House of Delegates to
oppose the prohibition and ask
school officials to reverse the
policy.
The ban on recruitment of stu—
dents by employers who discrimi—
nate against Gays came about in

January when the university law
school‘s president, John Casteen,
included Gays in an already exist—
ing anti—discrimination policy.
Guidelines of the policy allow
colleges to ban groups that do not
abide by the sexual preference
policy "in orderto comply with the
mandate of an accrediting body."
In a letter written by Allen and
signed by 54 House members,
Allen. called the policy "ill—consid—
ered, unwarranted discrimination."
He also claimed that the policy
"unnecessarily embarrasses the
Commonwealth of Virginia, the
University ofVirginia, its students,
alumni, and supporters."

N

930 SOUTH COOPER
Sunday, March 3 — 6pm—$5 Donation
Building—Bridges to Ourselves:
Women & Self—Esteem
Feel better about yourself with Nickie Golden,
Ph.D. candidate in psychology at U. of Miss.
Sunday, March 10 — 6pm—$5 Donation
Finding Your Path:
An Intro to Shamanic Counseling
Workshop conducted by Carolyn Morrison.
Bring paper & pen, blanket & pillow.
The 2nd in our Spirituality Series.

Friday, March 8 — International Women‘s Day
Connecting Threads:
A Quilt Show by Patricia Roberts Cline
Opening Reception: 6pm
Beautiful homemade quilts, each with a story of
its own. Don‘t miss these wonderful works of art
on display through March 31st.
Sunday, March 17 — 6pm—$5 Donation
A Recipe For Healing
Workshop led by therapist Susan Taranto, M.P.S.
_
Steps for inner healing in a painful world.

Saturday, March 23 — 8pm—$8 Tickets available in advance
Laura Berkson Concert
Laura returns to Memphis!! If you didn‘t see her before, don‘t miss this concert. She is a wonderful
singer/songwriter. After performing at Meristem, Laura will be heading for the Gulf Coast Women‘s Festival.
Concert will be interpreted for the hearing impaired.

Gay Switchboard

(or more information on any events, call Meristem at 276—0282. We look forward to seeing you

728—GAYS

Bush Budget Under Attack
In spite of some new and expanded pro—
grams, President Bush‘s budget request for
health and social programs is insufficient
say advocates for the poor, elderly, and
children.
Bob Greenstein ofthe Center for Budget
and PolicyPriorities asserts, "Inmany cases,
the funds to expand one low—income pro—
gram are funded through a cut in another
low—income program."
Budget authority for AIDS spending on
research and education would go from the

current $1.88 billion Bush budget to $1.95
billion, an increase of 3 percent, in spite of a
rise in cases. AIDS activists are accusing
Bush of abandoning the AIDS issue.
ThePresident‘senergypolicy is also being
ridiculed by both Republicans and Demo—
crats. Ifaccepted in its present form the plan
would open up manyprotected coastal areas
for oil development without without any
conservation plan. Tennessee Sen. Albert
Gore commented that the policy was "unbe—
lievably dumb."

San Francisco‘s Domestic
Partners Law Takes Effect
San Francisco — City Hall was inun— Castro district by city supervisor Harry
dated Valentine‘s Daywithcouples wishing Britt‘s staff.
to register their relationships under a new
The new ordinance differs from similar
municipal ordinance. Although the law laws in cities such as Seattle, Wa. and West
applies to both heterosexual and same— Hollywood, Ca. in that it does not provide
sex relationships, the majority of people for benefits for domestic partners, it merely
taking advantage of the city‘s domestic allows couples to declare that they have an
partner law were Gay.
intimate relationship. In order to register,
According to the Associated Press, 100 couples must have lived together for at least
"weddings" were scheduled for November six months and be jointly responsible for
14, but by day‘s end about 200 couples had living expenses.
filedtheirdeclarations withthe county clerk.
As might well be expected, the law has its
Christmas Leubrie, a41—year—old nurse, and detractors who say it undermines the tradi—
Alice Heimsoth, 39, a city health worker, tional family and is contrary to the Bible.
The Rev. Charles Mcllhenny, pastor of
the First Orthodox Presbyterian Church,
said, "City Hall is playing fast and loose
approved by voters last November. "It‘s with God‘s creation ordinance."
about love and the recognition of relation—
Some analysts have suggested that
ships." Voters had narrowly rejected a domestic partnership laws might be used by
similar ballot two years earlier.
Gay advocates to support issues such as
Thousands of flyers explaining the law employee benefits, division ofproperty, and
were passed out in the predominantly Gay . insurance coverage.
E
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Severe Financial Problems
Because ofAIDS?
AMERICAN LIFE
RESOURCE CORP.
CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE
WeBuyWh
oleLife&
TermInsu
rancePoli
cies
FromtheTerminallyIIIForCASH
Wearededic
atedtoenhan
cingthequal
ityofl
i
f
e
forthe
terminallyil withgrace, style, andcompleteconfidentiality.
Callusat501—633—0554
orwrite
ALRC
P.O.
Box1058
ForrestCity,Arkansas72335
We‘ll
discussyour
particularsi
tuationwith
youand
helpyoudecideif theALRCprogrami
s rightforyou.
*Nota
vailabeldeerwherer
estricted byshat sttartiectreguidlinesbefollowed.
gulations.
**ISntsautreeandf
a
l
lawsrequiret
withminorc
ldren mustsupplya
aside fordsminorc
hildrenhiupont
he insured‘s debastohlubteefoproofo
re starftimoniess
ng the preotces .

Co}nmunity: A Role
Model for the Gay Community
Half a century ago the term
by Bryan R. Feuerhelm Black
history did not exist offi—
cially in the white world, much
Another Black history month less
any ofthe
has come and gone. Hopefully inatextbookoron
developing mediums. The
objectiveswereaccomplished,and newly
absence is a loss to the culture at
we‘ve learned agoodbit.
Sadly March ist means the large,butmuchworseistheeffect
the individual suffering the
spotlight cools. The stage is dark, upon
indignationofbeingtoldheorshe
butforBlackstheyeamingtoknow has
nohistory.
one‘s history isn‘t satisfied in 28 "Imaginewhatitisliketonever
days.
anyone remotely resembling
For whites (myself included), see
you
book," my lover
February was the month to say, said inas ahehistory
‘Hownice!Weshouldallbeproud thetically. shookhis head sympa—
ofourselves."
can. IL am Gay.
When I said to my lover the IWhydoweGays
andLesbians
other day that I was proud to be acceptwithoutquestionthatGay—
Gay, he sincerely askedmeto ex— ness is not a splendid and distinct
plain what that means exactly. culture? Simplybecause you will
"Afterall, youjustARE Gay," he notfindmentionofaGaypersonin
said."WhatdidyouDOtobeGay? ahistorytextoryouwillnotseeus
WhatdidyouDOtobeproudof?" portrayedas anythingotherthana
My Black friends have helped
me to understand the inseparable fingersnappingcaricatureontele—
links between history, pride, and vision does not mean we don‘t
power.Togethertheyformapow— exist.We not only exist, butf we also
erful symbol—thetriangle. Black have ahistory andhavemade sig—
people, African Americans, are nificant contributions to the arts,
keenly aware ofthis relationship. literature, science, politics,
Tomyinquisitivelover,Isighed economy, and planet, as well as
andasked,‘"WhyareBlackpeople interiordecorating,floralarrange—
PROUD to be African Ameri— ment, and hair design. The Black
cans?"
"Iplace that inmeekly
a wholeoffered.
differ— communityinthisrespectcanserve
asourrolemodel.Wecannotwait
entcategory,"he
the dominant power structure
"Ofcourse you do," I said. toforteach
ourhistory. We must re—
Itis a signofprogress that rea—
sons forBlack pride are obvious. claim itforourselves.
Blacks have kept alive a culture From this knowledge stems
and history that survives oppres— pride which ultimately gives us
sion. They‘ve made significant power.
contributions to the arts, music, Mr. Feuerhelm, aformer TIN
science, politics, economy, and staffmember,isafree—lancewriter
planet. Theirpride stems fromthe living inSouthDakota.
knowledge ofhistory.
Gossip & Bar Etiquette
Imean.Adviceischeapandhere‘s
by VanceReger
a couple of cents worth. When
Ihad originallyintendedtobe— someonedoessomethingtoreally
ginmyLeatherLines columnthis annoy me, I try either to ignore
monthwithalargebitch.Luckily, them as best I can or, the other
adearfriendwho alwaysreminds extreme, do something so incred—
me to avoid preaching and whin— iblyniceforthemthattheguiltwill
ing changed my mind. What the take care of the problem. ‘Nuff
content was shall, I hope, remain said.
unsaid andunheardasitisnotmy Somebartendersoftheareahave
responsibility to yell at anyone, wondered why some ofthe local
but to remain observational and patrons seem to consider behind—
objective, ifpossible.
the—counterpersonnelassecondor
WhatIdon‘tenjoyseeingismy lower—classcitizens.Havingtended
brothers in leather hurting each bar myself in the past (in a Gay
other, eitherinwork ordeed, and discoinNorthCarolina),Iknowof
succumbing to the most dreaded what they complain. A good bar—
of social problems —gossip. Be— tenderisworththeirweightinpre—
causeofgossip,Ialmostgotinthe cious commodities, and ideally
middleofasituationthatwasnone must have the organization and
ofmybusiness.Ineedonlyremind memory capacity of a computer,
those involved that what goes thepatienceofasaint,thelooksof
around,comesaround.Thosewho aGreekgod,aninfiniteamountof
believe in and understand the available energy, and suffer from
conceptofkarmawillknowwhat.ane rcsinterminablesmile—cramp.Asnone
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of us is perfect, there are bound to

in this town a wreck? Because

us should have to clean up the

be times when some of these attri—

when we get alone in them, our

aftermath at 4:00 in the morning

butes may be at anebb, but it is best

brains suddenly shut down, and

once or twice. Try treating these

not to make them aware of this.

we become the cartoon character

necessaries as through you had

Don‘t piss these people off. If you

of the Tasmanian Devil... tomado

just cleaned them yourselves. Also,

require optimum service, chances

and all. Do weleave the bathrooms

bathrooms

are you will be treated exactly the

in our own home looking like that,

please have the common decency

are not bedrooms;

way you treat them. So go already,

with doors tom off the hinges? A

to go home and play, weneed to go

have a pleasant time, and go easy

solution may be to put hosts or

NOW! If you really must play

on the attitude.

hostesses (policemen) in them to

kissy—face, at least let us watch

Next topic: Bathrooms in bars.

make sure Demolition Derby

Why are thejohns in the Gay clubs

doesn‘t occur, or maybe some of

while WE use it.
io; (—The Triangle Journal—March 1991

I Want to Know About Your Love Life!
I want to know about your love life! I am conducting a study
to explore same—sex relationships: how and why they fail or
succeed. Because you are the experts on this, your input would be
invaluable.
Take a moment and recall the most important romantic
relationships in which you have been involved. Now think about
your most recent, "most important" romantic relationship (most
recent may be your current relationship or it may be a past
relationship). For this relationship, think about the following
kinds of issues: how happy or unhappy you were; how your
moods fluctuated, how much you trusted or distrusted each other,
whether you felt you were too close emotionally or not close
enough, the amount ofjealousy you felt, how attracted you were
to the person, and how the relationship might have been better.
Thinking about these good and bad memories will help you in
answering the following questions accurately. Answer ALL the
questions in this study based on this same relationship.
Please take a moment right now to answer these questions for
me. If you wait, you might forget and not do it at all. Remember,
this type ofresearch will be used to assist in counseling same—sex
partners with the hopes that these insights will make relationships
stronger and better. All information will be confidential: please
donotinclude yourname on this questionaire. Mail the questionaire
to the following address:
Becky Clendenin Caperton, M.S.
3355 Poplar Avenue, Suite 150
Memphis, TN 38111
Thanks for your help. I hope to publish the results in
approximately two or three months.

O Male

General Information
J Female

Ethinic Background
O Caucasian
J African—American
Q Spanish—American
J Asian—American
Q Other (specify)
Education Level
Q 12 years
J 13 years
O 14 years
O 15 years
I College Graduate
Post graduate
Q Other (e.g Continuing Ed.)
Relational Status
O Live with partner
s
C Steady partner, butliving separately
Q Dating regularly
O Dating casually
Q Not currently dating
Relationship Information
Are you in love right now?
Yes O No
Did you answer these questions based on:
O A current relationship
{ A past relationship
How long have you been (were you) involved in the relationship?
Number of important romantic relationships you‘ve been in—
volved in:
Placeacheckmark nextto thesingle alternative that best describes
how you feel (felt) in the close relationship you were just
thinking about. (Please note that the terms "close" and "inti—
mate" refer to psychological or emotional closeness, not sexual
closeness.)
C Iam somewhat uncomfortable being close to others. I find it
difficult to trust them completely, difficult to allow myself to
depend on them. I am nervous when anyone gets too close, and
often, love partners want me to be more intimate than I feel
comfortable being.
C I find that others are reluctant to get as close as I would like.
I often worry that my partner doesn‘t really love me or won‘t
want to stay with me. I want to get very close to my partner, and
this sometimes scares people away.
O I find that others are reluctantto get as close as I would like.
I often worry that my partner doesn‘t really love me or won‘t
wantto stay with me. I want to get very close to my partner, and
this sometimes scares people away. —
J I find it relatively easy to get close to others and am
comfortable depending on them. I don‘t often worry about
being abandoned or about someone getting too close to me.

8—The Triangle Journal— March 1991

Satisfaction
Thefollowingquestions concern thedegree to which YOUare (were)
satisfied with the relationship and partner you have been thinking
about. Please answer each question by circling one number.
1, To what extent are (were) you satisfied with your relationship?
1——————BoccoBence
fe
Ge
Not at All
Extremely
Satisfied
Satisfied
2. To what degree do (did) you like your partner?
"ecco§.
Like Very Much
Like Not at all
3. To what degree do (did) you love your partner?
Rococo
henson
7
Love Not at All
Love very much
4. How does (did) your relationship compare to other people‘s?
a
Sence
Jacco
Much better than most
Much worse than most
Rewards and Costs
The following questions concern the rewards and costs associated
with the relationship and partner you have been thinking about.
1. The good traits your partner possesses and the good things
about your relationship are termed "rewards." How rewarding is
(was) your relationship?
1——————2——————3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Not at all rewarding
Extremely rewarding

Alternatives
The following questions concern the quality of your alternatives
to the relationship you have been thinking about(e.g. a different
relationship, spending time alone or with friends or relatives,
dating around).

1. How appealing are (were) your alternatives (e.g. a different
relationship or spending time without a serious relationship)?
1——————2——————3——————4
35——————6——————7
8——————9
Not at all appealing
Extremely appealing
2. How do (did) your alternatives compare to your current
relationship?
1——————2——————3
4
5——————6
7
8
9
Alternatives much better
Alternatives much worse
3. How satisfying would it be (would it have been) to adopt your
alternatives instead of your current relationship?
1——————2——————3———..4..___.
8——————.9 =
Not at all satisfying
Extremely satisfying
4. How do (did) your alternatives compare to other people‘s
alternatives?
1——————2——————3
4
5
6
7
8
9
My alternatives
My alternatives
are much better
are much worse
Commitment
The following questions concern the degee to which you are
(were) committed to maintaining your relationship with your
partner whetherit is (was) satisfying or not. That is, how likely is
it ( or did you think it was) that your relationship will (would) last
for a long time.

Many more rewards

1. How committed are (were) you to maintaining your relation—
ship?
1——————Be
8——————9
Not at all committed
Extremely committed

3. The bad traits your partner possesses and the bad things about
your relationship are termed the "costs." How costly is (was)
your relationship?
1——————2——————3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Notat all costly
Extremely costly

2. For how much longer do (did) you want your relationship to
last?
[20.3...
dein.
fe...
7
One month
Six
12
5
10
or less
months
months
years
years +

4. In general, how do the costs of your relationship compare to
those of other people‘s relationships?
1——————2—————— 3————.—4.....— 3——————G—.....]—.....8——————9
Many fewer costs
Many more costs

3. To what degree do (did) you feel attached to the relation—
ship you have been thinking about?
1——————2——————3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Extremely attached
Not at all attached

Investments
The following questions concern the degree to which you have
invested numerous (or large) resources in the relationship you
have been thinking about. Investments are those things that
become attached to a relationship that you would lose ifyou were
to end it (e.g. time, shared possessions, effort, children, shared
experiences, emotional investments, security, etc.).

How likely is it that your relationship will (or did you think it
would) end in the near future?
1——————2——————3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Extremely
Not at all
likely to end
likely to end

2. In general, how do therewards you getout ofyourrelationships
compare to those of other people‘s relationships?
Many fewer rewards

1. How much have you invested (did you invest) in your
relationship with your partner (e.g. time, energy, self—disclosure,
shared experiences, emotional investments)?
1——————2——————3——————4
3——————6——.—....]......g...._.9
Invested very much
Invested very little

Present Satisfaction Potential
Consider your current resources such as time, energy, and
interests that you have available for a relationship.
In your presentlife situation, what is the most satisfaction you
can expect right now from a relationship?
1——————2——————3——————4
5
6——————7
8——————9
No satisfaction
Extreme satisfaction

2. To what degree are there activities, persons, events, or things
uniquely associated with your relationship that you would lose
(did lose), to a greater or lesser degree, if you were to (when you
did) end it (e.g. children, shared friends, material possessions).
1——————
§
None at all
A great many
uniquely associated
uniquely associated

For each statement, put one of the following number on
the line to the left of the statement.
1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Disagree
4. Strongly disagree

3. All things considered, how much have you (did you) "putinto"
your relationship?
1——————2——————3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Put very much
Put very little
into relationship
into relationship
4. Have you invested (did you invest) more or less in your
relationship than other people have?
1——————2——————3
4
5——————6
7.
8
9
Much less than others
Much more than others

___1. I feel that I am a person of worth, at least on an
equal basis with others.
___2. I feel that I have a number of good qualities.
___3. All in all, I am inclined to feel that I am a failure.
___4. I am able to do thingsas well as most other people.
___S. I feel I do not have much to be proud of.
___6. I take a positive attitude toward myself.
___7. On the whole, I am satisfied with myself.
___8. I wish I could have more respect for myself.
__9. I certainly feel useless at times.
___10. At times I think I am no good at all.

An Evening of Same—Sex
Kissing Garners NBC
Cheers and Jeers
Gay and Lesbian fans of L.A.
Law were treated to what is re—
ported to be the first commercial
TV Lesbian on—screen kiss Feb. 7.
The Gay and Lesbian Alliance
Against Defamation (GLAAD)
said the kiss made "attorney C.J.
Lamb... the only recurring Gay or
bisexual female character currently
on television."
Although some advertisers
pulled their commercials, an NBC
spokeswoman said the audience
reaction was "really mild" ac—
cording to an Associated Press
report.
NBC reported about 85 viewer
calls—slightly more than half
negative. The advertisers who re—
fused to advertise on the program
were immediately replaced, and
NBC says the network didn‘t lose
any money as a result.
The brief kiss came when C.J.,
a relatively new character, made a
pass at Abby Perkins as they
hugged following an office power
play which resulted in a raise for

Abby.
While GLAAD praised NBC
for its handling of the C.J./Abby
affair, it denounced the network
for a scene in another show that
samenight. In Cheers, Sam (played
by Ted Danson) kissed another
man to try to convince Rebecca
that he was not interested in her.
The exchangeended whentheother
man punched Sam out.
A GLAAD spokesman said,
‘*We were very disappointed at the
idea that there can‘t be affection
between two men withoutit being
followed by violence."

A benefit to honor and acknowledge an individual
for outstanding contributions to our community.
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So You Want to Win a Leather Contest
by Vance Reger
Since the Mr. Leather Tennessee
contest is coming soon, I‘ve been
asked to describe the situation (ie.
contest) from the contestant‘s point of
view. What happens to an entrant in a
typical leather contest, huh? First of
all, no contest is typical, certainly not
ordinary. Each has its own particular
feel and flavor.
I suppose motivation is the first
thing to mull over; why do you want
to do this to yourself, and are you
ready to have your life completely
change before your eyes? Being,
among my list of fetishes, your basic
voyeur, I loved to watch films of these
celebrations of flesh and fantasy. But
what made me enter the first one? It
may possibly have been temporary
insanity. However, I knew that loved
the Leather S/M part of my life, could
talk about it rationally, and had no—
ticed that as of late the titleholders
were becoming visibly politically
active. My body didn‘tcause toomany
people to run screaming into the night
out of fear and disgust, and with some
hard work, it might be acceptable, so

I plopped down my entry fee, filled
out a form or two, and put things into
motion.
As I have a tendency to get fat
easily, Iremoved all the fun stufffrom
my diet; booze of any kind, beer, salt,
sugar, fried things of any form, "junk
food," and, right before contest time,
all carbonated beverages and foods of
moderate to high fat content. I also
began a regular workout routine, and
wentberserk with it about three weeks
before I had to unveil. Absolutely at
no time have I, nor will I in the future,
subject my body to steroids. I‘d like to
have that added bulk, but not at risk to
my health. Some of my titled com—
rades don‘t go to these extremes, but
they are blessed with an occupation
that provides the necessary exercise. I
sit for a living, and I‘ ve found that
regular workouts provide good stress
reduction, and a body I‘m becoming
fond of.
Getting outfits together is a time—
consuming project, but it‘s fun and
helps develop your fantasy skills. I
have several leather items and some
bit of leather clothing, but I have
found that I never have quite enough.
This never changes, no matter how

JUST $2 PER MIN.

CALL

24 HRS.

ADULTS
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often I tell myself that was the last
piece I need. I have borrowed a piece
occasionally, but normally use my
own gear, as it has that "lived—in"
look. Idoagree this can getexpensive,
but Ilove itand buy pieces when Ican.
Thaveenough now for several changes,
but have known contestants who have
done a show with basic items—hat,
vest, chaps or pants, boots, and some
kind of skimpy leather piece to cover
up what most have seen anyway. I go
for plain, undecorated leather, but
studwork catches spotlights and really
sparkles on stage. It‘s up to your indi—
vidual taste. The whole idea is to
express your preferences, and, as I
always say, you are only limited by
your imagination.
The events needing outfits are 1.)
bar or street wear, 2.) jock or (choke)
swimwear (usually as skimpy as pos—
sible and can include a strip tease), 3.)
an interview outfit (simple and com—
fortable), and 4.) full leather.
During thejock portion, some pos—
ing is necessary, and I recommend
that you practice in front of a mirror
(as well as in front of your trusted and
sworn—to—secrecy—on—pain—of—death—
and—dismemberment friends) in posi—

tions thatare comfortable for you, and
flatter what you have to show. Please
don‘t go through a flexing routine if
youdon‘t have the muscles todisplay.
I‘ve seen too many people try this
who shouldn‘thave, and itcan become
comical. Some have won with very
little flexing/posing, so do something
you are comfortable with and, again,
flatters your best assets. When you
come to this part, probably the most
difficult, the main thing to remember
is to try to have fun. We all have
probably fantasized about posing in
public, so relax and go ahead, you
may find out you like to. Dare to
assume you can win.
Contest day is now here, and it‘s
time to get the brain focused on the
fun at hand. Don‘t compete with any—
one but yourself, ladies and gentle—
men. The moment I appear anywhere
in public as a contestant, I act as
though I already have won the title
and, at the same time, as naturally
myself as possible. I keep it calm and
happy outside, even though I‘m as
nervous as a cat in a roomful of rock—
ers. I spot the judges from the begin—
ning, and try to meet and talk to all of
them before the events begin so they
will have had some kind of personal
contact with me. I have never played

around with a judge before or during
a contest; most who do and are found
out are immediately disqualified (you
know how fast gossip goes), and the
judge involved asked to leave.
When anyone you don‘t know
speaks with you, listen to him or heras
though he or she is the only person on
earth. Look the person straight in the
eyes and pay attention. He or she just
might turn out to be important later,
and besides, it‘s just polite.
Get to rehearsals and events early,
and don‘t stay up all night drinking
and tricking. How you look is impor—
tant, to say the least, and bags under
the eyes are not attractive. And please
don‘t wearreflector sunglasses. Judges
want to see your beautiful eyes; they
are the mirrors of the soul.
The first event is usually a
massive cocktail party followed
by some sort ofpublic introduction,
and usually the contestants are
asked to say something brief. I
usually thank a sponsor if I have
one, and the people who have
helped me along the way. I try to
keep in the light, keep my head up,
smile convincingly, speak clearly,
and try desperately not to make a
continued on page 15

The Chronicles of
G. Bellington Rumples
My name is G. Bellington strange, surreal dreams of bizarre
Rumples, and this is my story.
landscapes and visions of aching—
"It was carved in ancient times, ly beautiful cities glimpsed only in
when the great pyramids were as the distance. Odd spires and tow—
yet unfinished, that one would ers appeared over hilltops and be—
come seeking the answer. For hind clouds in my night visions;
countless millennia the gods have and gradually as the months passed
waited. Listen now to what the and I grew more desperate and
gods would have you do: A pyra— more discouraged, the dreams be—
mid shall be built, not of stone but gan to seem somehowmore urgent.
ofmirrors, in anew land beside the I heard the old woman‘s voice
Father of the Waters, in the city of more clearly, and the half—glimpsed
the King. It is here in this city you cities grew more clear, until at last
must settle." With these words the one ‘scene appeared nightly with
ancient Gypsy woman turned and maddening regularity: I found
disappeared into the swirling sands — myselfstanding atop a slight rising
of eternal Egypt.
while all around me the land was
And so my quest began anew, uniformly flat. For as far as I could
with a clear purpose: I must find see the land stretched out in great,
this fabled city the Gypsy spokeof, rich, green fields. Ahead at some
for there my destiny would at last distance was a city that glimmered.
be revealed to me. But my quest Towers of steel rose out of the flat
seemed more shrouded in mystery green landscape and stood clus—
thanever. Where would I find such tered on the shore of a wide and
a city? had traveled the world, but winding river. A bridge of lights
Icould think ofno city that seemed spanned the river in two graceful
to possess all the elements ofwhich arches, and there, just to the side of
the old woman spoke.
one ofthe grandest towers stood an
I was determined that I would enormous pyramid, gleaming, re—
find this place, however, and I was flecting the evening sky. I seemed
certain that it did exist somewhere. to hear music, only faintly, on the
So again IleftEgypt and wentup to warm wind.
Europe. I had learned of the new
"Remember Egypt, remember
entrance to the Louvre. It was de— Egypt," the old woman‘s voice
signed by the I.M. Pei in the shape repeated in my dream. Night after
of a pyramid and was built ofglass night this dream recurred, until at
and steel, but upon my arrival in last I awoke one night with the sure
Paris, I knew that this was not the knowledge that I must go to
place. I traveled across Europe and America, for where else was there
Russia, and went down into Asia, a city with such an obvious con—
but nowhere did I find the city I nection to Egypt?
sought.
And so, after years of search—
Everywhere I journeyed I was ing, I arrived in Memphis.
The Chronicles ofG.Bellington
haunted by the old crone‘s words,
and my sleep was disturbed by Rumples shall conitnue...
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M_emphis' Oldest Gay Service
The Memphis Gay Switchboard
Theinformationdispensed
The Memphis Gay Switchboard
is undergoing one of its periodic iskeptasobjective aspossible.
renewals, newvolunteershavecome Personalopinionswere always
forward,newtraininghas takenplace held to a minimum, particu—
and Memphis‘ oldest Gay service is larly as thenumberofbars and
looking forward to a secure future. social outlets increased. The
In June 1976, there was a front Switchboard has always
page story in Gaiety newspaper striven to be fair. Volunteers
concerning plans to operate a Gay takepride in the many options
switchboard in Memphis. The attheirfingertips. Ithas gotten
Memphis Chapter of the National to the point of asking, "There
are 10bars,do
Organization for
you
Women saw the
needforsuch
a service
A Memphian‘s
and its
Sexual—
ity. and
—
Memoir
Lesbian—
by Vincent Astor
ism Task
have
Force coordi—
a specific
nator, Pat Dunbar, did
the original organizing. The first type in mind?" The Commu—
staffers,male andfemalevolunteers, nity. Center and: Lambda
were trainedbyPatO®Shaughnesssy, Center have broadened these
director of Help Now. It opened on options immensely.
Professional referrals have
June 25 during Gay Pride Week.
(The account readsJuly but the ref— grown to include everything
erence to Pride Week leads me to from financial planning to
theraputic massage, and pro—
believe this is an error.)
The number to call was 726— fessionals in more fields are
GAYY (726—4299), hours were 7 regularly added.
Most of the counseling is
PM to t AM, seven days a week. It
was described as an information/ ~of the "soft shoulder"variety.
referral service dispensing basic Callers would—sometimescall
"Where‘s the Gay bar" information a volunteer regularly just to"
and referrals ofmedical profession— sort things out. Some later
als who were Gay supportive. Edu— succeeded innotonly coming
cationofthecommunity atlarge and out but becoming active in
support for Gay people were held to community affairs—even the
be just as important as dispensing Switchboard itself. Crisis
information, and volunteers were situations happened rarely.
trained to that end. Fifteen years Most callers were blue or de—
ago, there were fewer options for pressed. A little while spent
social interaction among Gay talking to a sympathetic Gay
people—several bars, a Metropoli— ear was the prescription they
tan Community Church, a couple of needed.
Phone sex was always
private clubs. Memphis was just
beginning to awaken to the idea of strongly discouraged. The
credibility of the institution
Gay Pride and/or Gay liberation.
The counseling side of the itself was too important to be
Switchboard was very important in jeopardized. Today, the 900
the eyes of everyone involved. For numbers are themselves a
many callers, that first, hesitant, Switchboard referrals.
The Switchboard has al—
anonymousphonecall was alsotheir
veryfirstcontactwithapersonwhom ways been successful but
the caller knew was Gay or Lesbian volunteers fluctuated. It sur—
and, moreover, was not afraid to vived the disbanding of the
discuss it. Crisis situations were task force which founded it
discussedandotherhelplinenumbers due to a dwindling number of
dedicated individuals who
were available.
To preserve privacy and insure quietly took on more nights.
safety for the volunteers, a call for— By January of 1980, the
wardingsystemwas instituted. Each Memphis Gay Coalition had
volunteer was connected via call taken itover. Still overseenby
forwarding and could answer the individuals in their homes, a
Switchboardathome.Thededicated log sheet ofkinds ofcalls was
keeper of the base station took an kept and filed, and the service
additional night when another vol— continued. 3800 calls were
unteer was unavailable. Fundraisers logged in 1981,4350 in 1982.
kept Ma Bell paid and volunteers Channel 24 aired apublic ser—
vice announcement about the
kept the service alive.
14—The Triangle Journal— March 1991 Switchboard in 1983 which

increasedcalls by underage Gays
and Lesbians. That same year the
first Gay money for AIDS edu—
cation was raised. The brochures
purchased with that money be—
came part of the Switchboard re—
quired information and AIDS
relatedcalls became increasingly
frequent.
With the founding ofATEAC
in 1985, the one Switchboard
became officially Gay and AIDS
and received some financial as—
sistance through ATEAC. The
number ofAIDS—related calls in—
creased and the log sheets were
retired as AIDS became thenum—
ber one topic of conversation. It
served this purpose until the 458—
AIDS number was instituted by
ATEAC. The maintenance and
staffing of the Switchboard al—
ways remained one ofthehighest
priorities of the Coalition. Mem—
bers took responsibility for the
answering machine, staffing and
financial support.
The number has changed
twice, due to movements of the
base phone, to 324—GAYS (324—
4297) in 1988 and to 728—GAYS
(728—4297) in 1990. Its current
home is at the Memphis Gay and
Lesbian Community Center. Its
current hours are 7:30 to 11 PM,
7 days a week, depending on
available volunteers. The
Switchboard remains an impor—
tant service ofthe Memphis Gay
Coalition and always needs new
volunteers. It will remain that
wonderful link between a
stranger and a friendly com—
munity or between a lost Gay
soul and a caring Gay voice.
# Record a free ad! Call 202—371 818 :
Hello, Switchboard, may I
help you?
(This month‘s column is dedi—
cated to those who consistently Switchboard during these years: Kevin Ric Sullivan, Cecil McLeod, Allen Cook
hosted and forwarded the Toney, Jerry Matthews, Bill Johnson, andJohn Stilwell.)
NGLTF Paper
continuedfrompage 2
live in a lavender bubble. We fight for
the freedom to be openly and proudly
Gay and Lesbian in the world. We do
not run for office as Gay officials to
represent only the Gay community.
We run for office because we are
qualified and seek to serve the public
good. We have not won the historic
battle of 1990—Hate Crimes, Ryan
White AIDS Care Act, the Americans
with Disabilities Act, Immigration
Reform —by hiding out in the Gay
and Lesbiancommunity.Wehavewon
these battles by building coalitions.
We are troubled as we prepare this
statementby the limits oftolerance we
extend to each other. Already in the
generation of this position statement
NGLTF has been harshly criticized
for taking a position. We submit this
statement ingood conscience and with
the best interests of our people in our

hearts. We submit this statement to provoke
and inspire debate. We submit this statement
withduerespectto thosewho will disagree and
challenge us. In return, we ask a similar re—
sponse.
Conclusion
This statement on the war is but one of the
statements and policy positions NGLTF has
made in its 17—year history. This statement
does not in any way affect the solid lobbying
and grassroots organizing programs NGLTF
has in place. Our daily tasks at NGLTF remain
clear to us: We are working every day to end
the discrimination we face as Lesbians and
Gay men and as people with HIV. That is our
mission. That is our program.
When Dr. Martin Luther King articulated
his anti—war position in 1967, he received
much criticism. His response to thatcriticism
rings true for us as we contemplate the impact
of this crisis on our community:
".... I have several reasons for bringing
Vietnam into the field of my moral vision.
There is at the outset avery obvious and almost
facile connection between the war in Vietnam

and the struggle I and others have been waging
in America. A few years ago there was a
shining moment in that struggle. It seemed as
if there was a real promise of hope for the
poor—both Black and white—through the
Poverty Program. There were experiments,
hopes, and new beginnings. Then came the
buildup in Vietnam andI watched the program
broken and eviscerated, as if it were some idle
political plaything of a society gone mad on
war, and I knew that America would never
invest the necessary funds or energies in re—
habilitation of its poor so long as adventures
like Vietnam continued to draw men and skills
and money like some demoniacal destructive
suction tube. So I was increasingly compelled
to see the war as an enemy of the poor and to
attack it as such."
Indeed, as we pray for a quick end to the
war crisis, as we honor the vision of peace
represented by Dr. King, we heed his admoni—
tion, "Wehave a choice today: non—violent co—
existence or violent co—annihilation."

Gay & Lesbian Couples
Needed for Photographic
Project
Katie Harper, a graduate art stu—
dent at Memphis State University,
is looking for "Alternative Fami—
lies" toparticipateinaphotographic
project.
This project will be a documen—
tation through photography of
several Gay and Lesbian couples
whohave made a firm commitment
to each other— who are, to all
intents and purposes (even if the
law disagrees) married. The thesis
behind the project is to refute the
stereotypical idea that Gay and
Lesbian relationships rarely last or
that such relationships are not

comparable to the heterosexual
bond of marriage. Since this is
an art project (and not sociol—
ogy), the emphasis will be on
aesthetic expression of the
positive attributes that such re—
lationships bring to those involved.
Ifyou belong to such a "family"
(raising children is even better, but
not necessary) or know someone
who might like to participate in
this project, contact Katie Harper
at 452—3742.
Participants will be asked to
sign a model release for possible
publication and/or public display

HolyTrinity
Community Church
of these photographs.
This is notacommercial endea—
vor, so the only remuneration will
be copies of the photographs, but,
of course, there‘s always the inner
reward of having contributed to
humanity‘s further awareness of
all aspects of itself.

continuedfrom page 12
complete fool of myself. After
that‘s over, it‘s time to mingle, and
then go home and try to rest. It‘s
tempting to stay and party, but if
I‘m seriously interested in the title
offered, I‘ll find someone later.
Ah, sacrifices.
Prejudging is themostimportant
event in almost any title contest.
This will not be open to the public,
and is a time when the judging
panel gets to really know as much
as possible about each contestant.
It is usually worth the most points.
As a judge, I‘ve spent anywhere
between ten minutes to an hour
questioning contestants, and as a
contestant the same amounts of
time on the otherside. Don‘t worry
if you‘ve only been into leather a
brief time, just be honest in your
responses, and answer the ques—
tions asked—try not to stray away
from the subject. Use your friends
again to help you practice this.
Again, beontime (orevenearly)
for any rehearsals, and have fun.
Let people know if you‘re con—
fused, and try to rememberasmuch
as you are able as to where you are
placed, etc. This is also the time to
get to know the other contestants.
Don‘t worry, that incredible hunk
nextto you isjust as nervous as you
are, and it does pay to be friendly in

the long run. Helping each other
get dressed is a great way to see if
those muscles are for real, and you
both might just become friendlier
later on.
These suggestions just scratch
the surface of this type of event,
and I hope some will be helpful to
those planning on entering, and
interesting to those who have al—
ways wondered what really goes
on. Participating in a leathertitle
contest involves a lot of prepara—
tion, and can be a great deal of fun.
The main reason for my getting
involved is this: title—holders are
becoming enormously visible in
the international Gay community,
and are very politically active. We
are the people working our asses
off to preserve and maintain what
rights we all have, and make im—
provements whenever possible.
We need the support of our com—
munities in these tasks.
I have asked the three leather
clubs of Memphis to help defray
the costs ofbringing in a couple of
people responsible for organizing
and maintaining the Beat Jesse
(Helms) campaign which almost
got the jerk booted out of office.
They are Susie Shepherd and Bill
Costomiris, recently named
LeatherJournal Woman and Man
of the year, respectively.
I am hopeful what is needed
can be raised, and I am accepting

"The Place To Belong"
Welcomes You to Services in
Our New Church Home
2323 Monroe Ave. at East Parkway South

Worship Service — Sundays at 11:00 AM
Bible Study — Wednesdays at 7:30 PM
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Meristem to Host MSU Continui
nights
from 6:30—8:30pm. The cost
"Thinking About Women," a will analyze the contradictions
is
$45
(30% discount for those 60
Memphis State University Contin— between social and cultural defi— —
Register at any time be—
older).
or
uing Education course, is being nitions ofwomen and what women
fore
the
date
the class begins.
.
realities
planned for eight sessions beginning perceive to be their own
for Contin—
registration
Walk—in
The
course
will
be
led
by
Rose
March 21 at Meristem Bookstore.
uing Education courses can be
women
that
s
suggest
who
e
Parator
The new offering will examine
CE Registration Unit,
women‘s issues and attempt to go come prepared to express your made at the
Room
010
ofRichardson
Towers.
from the center, the self, outward. experiences and todiscuss women‘s
MSU
the
to
adjacent
is
office
The
Discussions of the implications of roles within this society.
Information
Center
at
the
comerof
ng
"
"Thinki About Women will
the ways women have existed and
Central and Patterson.
how their own existence can be be held in eight sessions from
ay
Thursd
on
9
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Dedication Weekend Events
Saturday March 16
6:00 PM — Cookout (Church Parking Lot)
7:30 — Worship Service
Sunday March 17
11:00 AM — Morning Worship Services
featuring Rev. Rod Bragg
Metropolitan Community Church—Nashville —
12 Noon — Pot Luck Luncheon
4:00 — Special Dedication Service
featuring Rev. Reid Christensen
First Metropolitan Community Church/Atlanta

any kind of donation from organi—
zations and/orindividuals whomay
want to help in this endeavor.
We are here for all your needs
Having these people in our city
would be advantageous to our
Worship Services — Bible Studies
struggling community, and any
Gay & Lesbian Parents Support Group
help you can give would show the
rest ofthe country that we have the
For more information, call HTCC at 726—9443
kind of unity/brotherhood we so
or write P.O. Box 41648, Memphis, IN 38174
desperately need. You may con—
tact me through the Pipeline.
I expect to hear some gossip tional Ms. Leather 1990; Brian Leather Community, notjust throw
connected with the upcoming Mr. Dawson, Mr. Drummer 1990; the sash in a closet.
Thanks for reading and your
Leather Tennessee contest. If Charles Jacques and Linda
continued
support, and remember
Vickery,
Mr.
and
Ms.
NLA
Ar—
anyone hears anything peculiar or
to
play
safe,
sane, and consensually.
kansas
1991;
Chuck
Higgins,
Mr.
odd, check with me. Dennis
Thought for the month: "What
Kijowski and Stan Perry are the SoutheastLeather 1990; and many
producers, I will co—produce—the others who willbeconfirminglater. should unite us in our Gay com—
latter will make the final decisions, Stay tuned for more announce— munity is a basic fact, that men and
ments, and remember the dates women are all made of flesh and
and I will be the organizer.
The contest weekend is April will be April 19, 20, and 21. The blood; our souls make us unique,
19, 20, and 21. The contest itself judges will be performing four or and our preference for leather is
will take place on Saturday after— five fantasies at the contest, and if our bond of love."
—Anonymous.
noon at G. Bellington Rumples. you‘ve never seen one before,
This will allow time for locals and you‘re in for a treat.
Printed information will be
visitors to enjoy each others‘
available
very soon. Call the Pipe—
company in the evening. Anyone
may enter as a contestant; we are line with any questions. I have
non—discriminatory with regards chosen not to judge this year for
to age, race, economic or social two reasons: by notjudging, I will
status, hair color, or sexual pref— be able to helpthe contestants more
without putting myself in conflict
erence. However, you must be 21
of
interest, and I will also create a
years of age or older and of the
space for another leather person to
male gender.
Title—holders already confirmed visit our community who has not
to appear will be Mark Ryan, Inter— been here previously. I want to
national Mr. Leather 1990; motivate someone to go after this
15—The Triangle Journal—March 1991
Gabrielle Antolovitch, Interna— title and help the Tennes—see
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Overheard at MGLCC, two Les—
bians (no, they were not named
Gertrude and Heathcliff): "Just ex—
actly what was that girl doing at—
tached to your mouth for so
long!!!!!—Didn‘t you know? That‘s
a cure for hiccups.—Fine. What are
you going to do next time you get an
itch in your (clinical teem de—

Final Round
long and party at 6 PM (if you can
Courtesy of Vance Reger.
still standup), and hold another party
Playwright David Stevens: "I
and Egg Hunt on Easter Sunday,
Mar. 31. Don‘t forget Jo Ann‘s popu— don‘t want to live in a world that
lar Thursday night offerings: all merely begins and ends with being
Gay."
talking, all singing, all live.
Female singer/songwriter Ferron:
The Pipeline will host the
Officer‘s Club of Little Rock for a "The thing about coming out is that
club night on March 23. St. Patrick‘s we have to keep emerging from
Day will feature a special buffet and ourselves and our fears. Every day a
drink specials, and an Easter Bonnet new situation will arise, and we have
contest as well as an egg hunt will be to find anew way to come out. I don‘t
want to be Gay in a ghetto. I want to
held on Easter.
Chaps is concentrating on their be Gay in an accepting, loving cul—
ture."
expansion plans but look for
Ta, ta.
something that ain‘t right in Mar.
Lady A.
G. Bellington Rumples will be
the only Gay bar officially
Free No Credit Cards or COD‘s Free
participating in the St.
I‘m Candy and I‘ll give you
Patrick‘s Day pub crawl. The
crawl startsjusteastofAvalon
permission to do anything you
which leaves out much of the
want to do to me. I‘m just like
Gay district. (Wanda Wilson
the Candy that melts in your
of the P & H and Barbara
mouth, call:
Pierce are not real amused.)
FREE FREE
Rumples will also hunt eggs

10 Spav) 11pad) ON 094 f

We did briefly get to
stop by B—Glad‘s
Black
History
Month Celebra—
tion. It was a very
» pleasant gather—
— ing in the party
room at the Wm.
Len. The buffet
was varied and
plentiful, and we
caught only part of a
program that included
dance, lip—sync, poetry and prose
readings and a lot of soul. We have
wanted to compliment Joy Booker
and Tony Horne for the courage of on Easter, and has a really up
Swingers Girls & Guys &
their convictions for a long time and coming piano bar too.
Couples Name & Phone
now. Theyput their signatures where Cheryl is our personal favor—
Numbers who want to meet
their principles are (you know what ite; she lets you sing along.
you call direct: FREE FREE
J—Wag‘s and Reflections
we mean), unlike those folks whodo
1—901—388—8000
lots of talk and no action. Tony has will offer St. Patrick‘s drink
specials and lots more. (On Hiring Women & Men — $20 per hour.
moved elsewhere; we will miss him.
Do not leave an unattended can St. Patrick‘s Day, ninny.)
ofCrisco at the Pipeline; it will beno
good for anything else.
The lovely and talented Miss
Fancy Goodman, reigning queen of
the Hut, announced this month (six
(Woman 71
Gay
months after it was formed) a new
club GOCS (Gays on Cleveland
rem
Street, sound familiar?) based at the
Hut. Founded at Reelfoot Lake in
September of 1990, it presently has
30 members and is open to all. Dues
Potluck
are $1 per week. It is a party club and
makes charitable contributions to
charities and persons in need. Rep—
resentatives attended a Coronation
Ball in Houston of the RSICSS
Saturday,
(somebody please tell us what that
stands for) and were recognized.
March
23,
1991
Memphis organizations we have
never heard of are gaining recogni—
tion all over the South. The Miss
6:00
pm
Sweetheart Pageant did not take
place as Miss Fancy decided that she
wanted to keep the title for herself.
We had a great deal of fun at the
Bring a dish and your drinks.
You Ain‘t Right Club at Chaps. We
are not sure if Miss Easter was a
geriatric Bette Davis or Judy Gar—
For more information
land. It not only set drag back 20
years, it set it back 40. We are still
call Debbie at 458—7431,
reeling from the experience. Sin—
evenings
cerely.
The Runaround
Women of Leather will host a
benefit auction (ofGod knows what)
at WKRB on March 3. WKRB‘s
Amateur night will have a country
theme and celebrate St. Patrick‘s Day
at the same time (Mar. 17). The
highlight of their spring calendar is
the Butch ofthe Year Competition
coming up in April. Sounds murky
to moi.
Oops will celebrate St. Patrick‘s
Day with a Green Beer Bust all day
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Rumours and Gossip and
Trash, Oh My!
Finally! The spirit stick (it has
something to do with pool, dingus)
now resides at WKRB. How long
will itremainthere? Only the Shadow _
knows.
You Gotta Have Friends, a mu—
sical variety show, will be held at
Theatre Memphis on Monday, Mar.
25 as a benefit for ATEAC. Infor—
mation is available through the
Theatre Memphis boxoffice and an
article elsewhere in the Triangle.
Some of Memphis‘ finest theatrical
talents will perform as well as ce—
lebrities Joyce Cobb and Carla
Thomas.
Not so very long ago, an unsus—
pecting sales clerk asked the suave
and debonaire Tommy Stewart if he
wanted his Senior Discount. The
world did not crack open nor did the
veil of the temple rent asunder. He
merely said, "Yes, thank you."
Congratulations to Melina and
Stackon their 24th anniversary. This
is a moving tribute to sincere com—
mitment andunendingpatience. You
know which goes where.
Rumour has it that "One Night
Only" productions (the folks who
gave you the Petticoat Junction
Party) will stage what might be the
major event of the early spring to—
ward the end of March. Reneé Wil—
liams will be the honoreé. It will be
a benefit for ATEAC. It is by invi—
tation, and we hope to find out all
about it for next month.
Congratulations to Pebbles, the
new Miss Apartment Club.
Latest reports: About Faces and
Oz have entered Limbo for an in—
determinate time.
Who are all these people who
keep insisting that anew Gay bar has
opened? Frankly, my dear, that isn‘t
possible. We were not only not in—
formed, we weren‘tinvited, therefore
it cannot have happened. So————
we went to work. The new dance bar
is named Zot (just like the anteater in
B.C.). Ithas alarge Gay presence on
busy nights but is not Gay—specific,
nor were we told that it is Gay—
owned. We have not attended, butit
appears from all reports to be Son—
Of—Six—One—Six. For those of you
over 25,Six—One—Six (atthe Marshall
St. address we are so familiar with)
is a modern music band and dance
bar which has become a very busy
place and at which there was a large
Gay presence. We are given to un—
derstand that certain of the patrons
either became very young or less

than sympathetic, so many of the
Gay regulars are now to be found at
Zot. Zot‘s attitude is pretty laid back.
There are several Gay employees
and, we are told, "baseball caps and
bad attitudes are stopped at the door.
Everyone is welcome, so long as
they behave." We leave it to your
discretion and sense of adventure.
If you want to find out what‘s
going on at Meris—
tem, there is en—
tirely
too
much to write
about
in
dis—yere
coly um.
Read the ad
that
they
conveniently
supply.
Star Search
Video is moving to a
new location on Poplar. Everything
is swelling: space, number of films,
hours ofoperation, parking, andpar—
ticularly Tommy Stewart‘s head.
The Flower Market Ballroom will
be the site of a fundraiser for the
AIDS clinic at the Med. Details are
available at the Flower Market. It
wili take place Mar. 13.
Those Third Friday CoffeeHouse
Lesbians are tireless! Around 100
people attended their benefit Skate
Party (we took over Skateland in the
wee hours) on the 23rd. Donations
from the proceeds were made to
ATEAC and MGLCC.
E
Phoenix, our oldest AA group,
celebrated 10 years ofcaring in Feb—
ruary. Congratulations! Our Lambda
Center is worth several thousand
points of light, as a help and an
alternative social outlet. If you think
participants in 1 2—step programs are
dull and serious, think again. The
folks we know can hoot and holler
with the best of them—without ben—
efit of spirits of any kind.
Tsarus‘ 7th annual Man of the
Year banquet and award will be held
on Mar. 26 at WKRB at 7 PM. The
recipient is always a closely guarded
secret and a wonderful recognition
of an individual, organization, or
group that has had a strong positive
influence on Gay Memphis. The
food alone is worth the price of
admission. The recipientis presented
with the proceeds to go to the charity
of his/her/its choice.
Enthusiasm about the Commu—
nity Center is growing. A very nice
group gathered for their open house
the 24th, and Aphrodite provided
them with over $700 toward their
treasury at the benefit that night,
assisted by Lady Rae, Dee Dee
Whitaker, Mr. Leather Tennessee
Vance Reger, Matt Presley (who
has been raising money for the
MGLCC since before it was birthed),
Billie Jo Casino, and moi. The
Rumples benefit had not taken place
at press time; call for details about an
extra show there. The Lambda Men‘s
Chorus will hold a spaghetti supper
and bake sale Sun. Mar. 3, also to
benefit the center.

Free No Credit Cards or COD‘s Free

What happens when Gay life has
a rainbow of options and multitudes
of things to do?
A: You have difficulty reading
the calendar page.
B: Your life is full, varied, and
exciting.
C: You are eternally late for
everything.
D: All of theabove. Answer: D.

Anonymous and Free
HIV/AIDS
Testing and Counseling
Wednesdays
5—7 PM
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Center
Call 576—7714 for a private appointment.

Third

Infected

Patient to Sue

Stuart, FL — A third patient,
who apparently contracted AIDS
from a dentist and later died of the
disease, has filed suit against the
dentist‘s estate.
Barbara Webb, 65, claims she
was infected by Dr. David Acer,
who died of AIDS in September.
She is the third of three people the
Centers for Disease Control say
were infected by Acer.
Mrs. Webb, an English teacher,
tested HIV—positive in December
and is being treated with AZT ac—
cording to an Associated Press re—
port. She said she didn‘t come
forward before because she didn‘t

know if she could take the "notori—
ety."
Kimberly
Bergalis,
23,
prompted a national reassessment
of infection control procedures
when she claimed last year that
Acer infected her while pulling
two of her teeth. She is believed to
be the first person in the U.S. to
contract AIDS from a medial pro—
fessional.
Begalis and Webb both saw
Acer on the same day in Decem—
ber 1987, the day Bergalis claims
she was infected. Bergalis settled
herlawsuit for $1 million recently.

Molecule Depresses HIV
Reproduction
Washington, D.C.— Resear—
chers have reported a natural
molecule that keeps cells healthy
is a potent suppressor of HIV.
In a study published in the
Proceedings ofthe NationalAcad—
emy ofScience, researchers report
that two forms ofglutathione and a
compound that includes one of the
amino acids in glutathione are

able to keep HIV from reproduc—
ing.
Clinical studies using people
with AIDS are being organized as
the result of the test—tube studies.
The experiments showed that the
glutathione—related compounds
were able to block the spread ofup
to 90% of the virus.

Army Discharges

AIDS Defense Rejected
Cincinnati,
OH— An Ohio judge has convicted a man who said he —
HIV+ Soldier for
beat a woman to death because she told him "Welcome to the world of
Having Sex
AIDS" after they had sex.
Ford Ord, CA —The Army has
Countyjudge Ann Marie Tracey rejected a manslaughter charge Jan.
dishonorably discharged and im— 29 and convicted Jeffrey Hengehold ofmurder and arson in the death of
prisoned a soldier who failed to tell Linda Hoberg whose body was found burned in her car. Hengehold had
his sex partners he was infected waived his right to a jury trial. He was sentenced to 15 years to life for
the murder and an additional two years for the arson.
with HIV.
Hengehold has vowed to appeal. He admitted killing Ms. Hoberg, but
Army Spec. 4 Mark Rogers, 25,
pleaded guilty at a Jan. 30 court claims it was only manslaughter. He claims that he met Ms. Hoberg in
martial to three counts of dis— a bar in August, and they had sex in a car later that day. She reportedly
obeying an order to notify sex said "Welcome to the world ofAIDS"as he got out ofthe car. Hengehold
partners thathe had tested positive. hit her and set fire to the car.
According to the county medical examiner, Ms. Hoberg‘s body was
Rogers also admitted to one
count of adultery and one count of incinerated in the fire and could not be tested for the virus.
aggravated assault for having un—
protected sex, said Beth Settle, a
Fort Ord spokeswoman in an As—
Healing Service for Persons
sociated Press story.
with HIV & AIDS,
Rogers was sentenced to 10
years, but will serve four years
Their Families, Partners and Friends
under a pre—trial agreement. He
and Those Who Minister With Them
tested HIV—positive in 1989, three
Calvary Episcopal Church Chapel
years after he enlisted, and was
Monday March 18, 5:30 PM
ordered by superiors to notify all
sex partners that he carried the
and the third Monday of Every Month
AIDS virus.

EXPERIENCED
CARPENTER

ALL CUSTOM CARPENTRY

DECKS, KITCHENS AND REPAIR WORK OF ANY NATURE
RELATED TO HOMES AND BUILDINGS
RESTORATION AND REHABILITATION
WORK WITH A GAY CARPENTER FOR THE BEST RESULTS
CALL LEN GLOSQUE AT 382—9446

Subscribe to Memphis‘ Gay
OFFICE (901) 278—4380
RES. (901) 365—0260

and Lesbian Community
Newspaper
12 Issues for $12

DAVIES «SOWELL, INC.
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sTtEvEsoromon
Affiliate Broker
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54 S. COOPER
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38104
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The Gay Memphis Resources
Directory isprintedas apublic service,
and its listings are free. Agencies and
businesses listed herein haverequested
to be listed, buthave not been charged.

this service.)
Two‘s Company: Gay computer
bulletin board and computer
support. "Handles" accepted. 1200/
2400 baud. 726—4073.

ADULT BOOKSTORES

CARPET CARE / CLEANING
SERVICES

Airport Bookmart: 2214 Brooks Rd
E,. — 345—0657.
Cherokee Adult Book Store: 2947
Lamar — 744—7494.
Getwell Book Mart: 1275 Getwell —
454—7765.
Paris Adult Entertainment Center:
2432 Summer — 323—2665.
BOOKS & GIFTS
Meristem: FeministBook Store— 930
South Cooper — 276—0282.
BULLETIN BOARDS
The Personals: Gay computer
bulletin board — 300 or 1200 baud
— 274—6713. (You must have a
computer and modem to access

King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or
Office — 272—0609.
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or
Residential, 24—hr. service, free
estimates — 327—6165.
COMMUNITY GROUPS
Aid to End AIDS Committee
(ATEAC): AIDS Service
Organization — Box 40389,
Memphis 38174—0389 — 458—AIDS
or 272—0855.
Agape New Life Church: Worship:
Sundaysat 11:00 AM, Bible Study:
Wednesdays at 7:00 PM — 405 N.
Cleveland, Suite 3, Memphis
38104 — 276—1872.
American Gay Atheists (AGA)

7pm, MGLCC.
Memphis: Box 41371, Memphis
Loving Arms (Volunteers who
38174—1371.
"love" and " hold" babies at the
Black & White Men Together
Med): Shelia Tankersley at 393—
(BWMT): Box 42157, Memphis
0983.
38174—2157 — 452—5894 or 726—
Memphis Center for Reproductive
1461.
Health: 1462 Poplar Ave,
Black Gay & Lesbian Alliance for
Memphis 38104 — 274—3550.
Dignity (B—GLAD): Box 1921,
Memphis 38101 — 327—0521 0r948— Memphis Gay Coalition (MGC):
Box 3038, Memphis 381 73—0038 —
2345.
728—GAYS.
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League:
1161 Poplar Ave #15, Memphis Memphis Gay & Lesbian
Community Center (MGLCC):
38105.
1291 Madison, Memphis 38104 —
Catholic Lesbians: Faithat 324—6949.
Mailing address: Box 40231,
GayWomen‘s SocialGroup: Debbie
Memphis 38174—0231 — 2764651.
at 458—7431.
Holy Trinity Community Church: Memphis Lambda Center: Meeting
place for 12—step recovery
Worship Service: Sundaysat 11:00
programs — 241 N. Cleveland
AM, Bible study: Wednesdays at
(above United Paint Store),
7:30 PM — 2323 Monroe — Mailing
Memphis — 276—7379.
address: Box 41648, Memphis,
Memphis State University Students
38174—1648 — 726—9443.
for Gay & Lesbian Awareness
Into The Light (Women‘s AA):
(GALA): GALA c/o Office of
Meets Sundays atNoon,Thursdays
Greek Affairs, MSU 38152.
at 8 PM at Memphis Lambda
Minority Prison Project (MPP): For
Center.
information: John Prowett, 1308
Lambda Men‘s Chorus: MGLCC,
Jefferson Avenue, Memphis
1291 Madison, Memphis 38104 —
38104.
276—4651 — Rehearsals: Tuesdays,

GWM, 23,58", bl/br, smoker, small drinker, very
attractive. I am looking to meet that specialperson.
(Not into looks, but they help.) I accept people for
themselves! I‘m very tired of games that people
play. Lcan handle the bars to some extent, give or
take a few. I want to meeta person thatcan be real!
That‘s not afraid to take a chance on meeting this
special person! Only sincere replies please: Dept.
$—03, Box 11485, Memphis, TN 38111—0485.
GWM, 36, 56", 155#, HIV— (Plan to stay —:
safe sex only). Seeking playmate, notrelationship. — f
Married/Bi OK. Turn—ons, but not musts: hairy,
older men, dominant, educated professionals &
Dad/son spanking fantasies—all races. L. Rials,
P.O. Box 16244, Memphis, TN 38186—0244.
Professional GWM, 56", 135#, br/br, looking for
GWM, 25—38 for friendship, dating, or possible
relationship. Please no fats, fems, or drugs. Reply
with phone and photo to: Dept. J—02, Box 114835,
Memphis, TN 38111—0485.
WHAT YOU SEE IS WHAT YOU GET! A
genuine GWM, 30, 6‘1", br/br, who is tired of
with most recent employer. Interested in career mind games and users, seeks other GWM‘s 25—45
move thatoffers opportunity foradvancementbased who feel the same way, for a true friendship/
on achievement. Call Bob Dumais at 725—9178 for relationship. Phone Scott at (601) 489—8023
anytime, or write me at: 314 Coleman Lane,
complete resume and references.
Help Wanted. Waiters and Bartenders needed in the Pontotoc, MS 38863—1202.
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Memphis area. Full or part—time, days and evenings
available. Salaries above minimum wage (avg. $5/ Roofing, painting, chimney cleaning and repair,
hr), depending onexperience, plus tips. Sendresume cementwork. SeniorCitizen Discount. Guaranteed.
or workhistory. Reply to: Dept. J—12, Box 11485, Jim‘s Home Service — 521—1877.
REAL ESTATE
Memphis, TN 38111—0485.
Home
For
Sale
MSU/Messick Area. Three
Wanted: Looking for a job. Any kind of general
bedrooms,
one
bath,
central heat and air, gas
work. Prefer working for a Gay employer. Contact:
fireplace,
new
wall—to—wall
carpeting, freshly
PO Box. 356, Covington, TN 38019.

Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite: Box
41822, Memphis 38174—1822.
National Organization for Women
(NOW): Box 40982, Memphis
38174—0982 — 276—0282.
New Beginnings (Adult Children of
Alcoholics): Meets Sat. at 6 PM at
Memphis Lambda Center.
Parents & Friends ofLesbians And
Gays (P—FLAG): Box 172031,
Memphis 38187—2031 — 761—1444.
Phoenix (Gay AA): Meets Sat.—Wed.
at 8 PM, Fri. at 10 PM at Memphis
Lambda Center — 327—2447, 276—
7379, or 454—1414.
Positive
Mental
Attitude
Association, Inc: Former
incarcerated drug users — 28 N.
Claybrook, Suite 1, Memphis
38104 — 276—PMAA.
Seriously Sober (AA): Meets Fri. at
8 PM at Memphis Lambda Center.
Tennessee Gay & Lesbian Gay
Alliance (T—GALA): Box 24181,
Nashville, TN 37202.
Transexuals in Prison (TIP): For
information: John Prowett, 1308
Jefferson Avenue, Memphis
38104.

CLASSIFIED Rates: Personal, non—commercial ads
FREE. Limit of30 words (including address orphone
number) and a $2.00 charge for the use of our P.O.
Box. Please specify ifyou want to use our P.O. Box.
Commercial ads are charged at the rate of 20¢ per
word, $3.00 minimum. Phone numbers and zip codes
arefree. Deadlinefor ads is the 15th of each month.
Send to Triangle Journal News, Box 11485 Memphis,
TN 38111—0485. Classifieds must be submitted in
writing and must include your name and a telephone
number where you can be reached to verify the ad.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Gay and Lesbian American Indians who are
interested in coming together with others of like
heritage for support. call (901) 725—4898.
EMPLOYMENT
CREATIVE MANAGEMENT professional
seeking position in advertising orbroadcasting field.
22 years of management experience. Background
includes print and broadcast advertising, business—
to—business marketing, and broadcast programming
and products. Very stable work history—11 years

PERSONALS
COMBAT ASSAULT wanted on my CBT by
butch, 6‘ 1", burly, bearstud, WM, 40, 200#, healthy.
Seek sweaty, WM, MP cop/leather/western, mutual
safe. No drugs, torture, injury, strings. Apply w/
photo to Kurt, Dept. R—02, Box 11485, Memphis,
TN 38111—0485.
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painted inside and out, ceiling fans, stove,
refrigerator, garbage disposal, washer—dryer
connections, fenced yard, cable connection,
concrete patio, storage shed. Call 454—1411.
ROOMMATES
GWM, young mid—forties, non—smoker needs
roommate to share expenses for 2 bedroom apt. in
Hickory Ridge Mall vicinity. $250/mo. Lynn:
367—1430.

plus a special guest

MARCH
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ORPHEUM

==

8PM

THEATRE

Reserved Seats $18.00* On Sale Now
TICKET OUTLETS: ALL TICKET HUB OUTLETS (THE TICKET HUB, 149 N. ANGELUS), SEARS (RALEIGH, SOUTH—
LAND, HICKORY RIDGE, LAURELWOOD, WEST MEMPHIS, JACKSON, TN). CAT‘S STORES (UNION AVE., GERMAN—
TOWN, RALEIGH, BARTLETT, PARK AVE.) HOT DOG (JONESBORO), ALBUM ALLEY (TUPELO), MILLINGTON NAVY
BASE. CHARGE BY PHONE: (VISA, MASTERCARD AND DISCOVER ONLY) AT (901) 725—HUBB. SERVICE CHARGE
APPLICABLE AT ALL OUTLETS. * TICKET PRICE INCLUDES ORPHEUM PRESERVATION FUND FEE.
produced by mid—south concerts

Tsarus: Leather—Levi club — Box
41082, Memphis 38174—1082.
Wings: Social Club — Box 41784,
Memphis 38174—1784.
Women of Leather: Box 41322,
Memphis 38127—1322.

Counseling Service, 1835 Union,
Suite 101, Memphis 38104 — 726—
4586 — Sliding fee scale.
Carole Taylor, MS: Counseling —
458—7098.
Northeast Mental Health Center:
382—3880.

Printers Ink: Box 11485, Memphis,
TN 38111—0485 — 454—1411.
Wildhare Graphics: 344 North
Watkins, Memphis, TN 38104 —
278—8437.

Suicide & Crisis Intervention: 274—
7477.
Transvestite—Transexual National
Hotline: (617) 899—2212 (Daytime
Only).

HELP & INFORMATION

LEGAL SERVICES

MASSAGE SERVICES

COUNSELING SERVICES

LINES

FINANCIAL PLANNING
Becky Caperton, MS: Counseling —
327—9758.
Beth Causey, M.Div.: Pastoral
counseling — 454—0108.
Bob Hughes, MS: Counseling,
Codependency/ACOA, Wholistic
Healthcare Services, 5583 Murray
Rond
K. A. Moss, MS: Midtown

Charles Butler, CFP: 767—3661.
GRAPHICS
GraffitiGraphics: 5709 Mt. Moriah,
his. TN
38115 — 795—2609.
"mes
Gl C90"

AIDS Switchboard: 458—AIDS.
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: 1—
800—347—TEEN.
Gay Switchboard: 728—GAYS —
7:30—11pm.
LINC: 725—8895.
Narcotics A
mous: 276—LIVE.
Seats

March
Monday
Sunday Worsh i
Servies $an

f

Egg,d-HSIChulgrg
Suite 3 ortmay“ f

Trinity Community
Church, 2323
Mopios,

Tuesday

Wayne C. Gulledge, Attorney At
Law: 208 S. Heard Street,
Senatobia, MS 38668 — (601) 562—
8738.
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney At
Law: 100 N. Main, Suite 3310,
Memphis 38103 — 525—0417.
Kelly Stark, Attorney AtLaw: 1255
Lynnfield Road — 521—9996.

Wednesday

Thursday
inki
king

Friday

Saturday

Brothers & Sisters « MGLCC Open
&] Bowling League,
Thursday—Sunday

About

JmeIS-g MST?

Big Daddy‘s, 7pm

Evenings & All Day
Saturdays

§ Continuiﬁg

WOMENS

:[}
‘{
I
|

{HISTORY
MONTH
:

Education Course,
Meristem, Thurs.
6:30—8:30pm,
March 21—May 9
1

« Worship Services: See |« MGC Business
|« Lambda Men‘s
« Anonymous HIV
*Aer
CB. 4pm
[Meeting, Main
Chorus Rehearsal, Testing, MGLCC,
+ Lambda Men‘s Chorus Library, MTG Rm A,] MGLCC, 7pm
5—7pm
:

+ BWMT C/R,
7:30pm

Ourselves: Women &
M2teen Mase.
»

»

INTERNATIONAL
WOMEN‘S DAY
bogtngﬁctingg)hreads—A
ul
OW, enn

f

« Special Benefit
Show at Rumples
for MGLCC, Call for

AmomenvsyﬁeBather
t

— Video Night,
MGLCC, 7pm

Details

**

Tm
a

6

* Worship Services:

» Special Open

+ Lambda Men‘s

See Above

Board Meeting to

Chorus Rehearsal, Testing, MGLCC,

« BWMT Board
Mtg., 1:30pm
— "Finding Your
Path: An Intro to
Shamanic

Discuss Future of
MGLCC, MGLCC,
7pm

MGLCC, 7pm

oBBroltherE & SIS‘eéS

gvenlggs & A“ Day

« Anonymous HIV

#

$11

|« Video Night,

* Third Friday,

MGLCC, 7pm

Coffee House,

5—7pm

1. MGC GayRap

Discussion, MGLCC,
|7:30pm
,
. Indigo Girls, Orpheum
Theatre, Spm
18

PALM SUNDAY

+ "You Gotta Have
Friends" AIDS
« Worship Services: Fundraiser Revue
Agape New Life
& Reception,
Church or Holy
Theatre Memphis,
Trinity Community |8pm, Tickets $25 &
Church, 11am
$50 at Theatre
* B—GLAD Sunday Memphis Box
Brunch, 4pm
Office
"_
pa
25
EASTER SUNDAY
+ Worship Services:
Agape New Life
Church or Holy
Trinity Community
Church, 11am
*
+ BWMT Easter
Brunch, Airport
Hilton, 11am 31 I

« BWMT C/R,

“ﬁghccﬁgggm
s Cookgbh Holy Trinity,

*+ Women of

Leather, Regular
Mig., WKRB Side 11,
8pm
19

|— Lambda Men‘s
Chorus Rehearsal,
MGLCC, 7pm

20
*+ Anonymous HIV
Testing, MGLCC,
5—7pm

| Tsarus Man of the |« BWMT Open
Year Dinner,
Forum, Main
WKRB, 7pm, $5
Library, Peabody &
McLean, Mtg Rm A,
7:30pm
26)‘
27

21
|« Video Night,
MGLCC, 7pm

egg er maine
s
a which T5,
ba
whish to who
|: BWMTFL-llot, worny, &

f'ﬁﬁl‘rsﬁip tance 17m;
Trinity, 7:30pm
16
RENEE WILLIAMS
|40TH BIRTHDAY
|— GWSG Potluck,
6pm
* Laura Berkson

Doncert, Meristem,
8pm
an
|« BWMT "Getting
Down & Dirty,"
22! gom
23
GOOD FRIDAY
¢
§
* April ‘91 Triangle
Journal News due
out

28

aeg

an

MGLCC, 8pm

PASSOVER
|+ MGLCC Open
Thursday—Sunday
Evenings & All Day
Saturdays

29

30
|
1COMING
as25:11];
ATEAC Aucti
wa 4
] for AIDS, Airport
[{ Hilton, 6pm, $5,
{Cash Bar

NEWSPAPERS / RADIO
Gay Alternative: Radio program,
Mon. 6:00—7:00 PM, WEVL—FM
90 — Box 41773, Memphis 38174.
Triangle Journal News: Monthly
Newspaper published by Printers
Ink— Box 11485, Memphis, 38111—
(485 — 454—1411.
NIGHT CLUBS / DINING

|1{am

|« MGLCC Open
Thursday—Sunday

Counseling,"
Meristem, 6pm
ET
11
12
13
14
15
ST. PATRICK‘S
+ Healing Service for
_ |» Lambda Men‘s
*+ Anonymous HIV |« Video Night,
+ MGLCC Open
DAY
Miona\"‘ |Chorus Rehearsal, Testing, MGLCC, MGLCC, 7pm
Thursday—Sunday
« Worship Services: See Calvary Episcopal
MGLCC, 7pm
5—7pm
Evenings & All Day
Above
f
Church,
5:30pm
Satu
[days
+ B—GLAD Business
Estimcgmgfd’ﬁfn
Dedication Service, 4pm
« "A Recipe for Healing."
Meristem, 6pm
1 7

« BWMT
|Development
Committee Mtg.,

Reception, Metisiers,
6pm, Displayed Thru
Mats:

+ Advertising &
Copy Deadline for
April ‘91 TJN

Meeting, MGLCC, 4pm

2

a

5

"Just the Right Touch":
Therapeutic/Sports Massage by
Appointment—372—1841 orBeeper —
762—3894
"A Touch Of Relaxation":
Therapeutic
massage by
appointment, Ms. Dixie Fletcher
& Ms. Bernie Gwyn — 522—1482 or
522—1054.
MISCELLANEOUS
Men of Leather: Leather shop — 111
N. Claybrook — 722—8963.
Star Search Video: 1264 Madison
(Until Mar. 3), 1411 Poplar Ave.
(Mar. 7 On) — 272—STAR.

1991

MARCH IS

gplagrﬁtéiggngr g Bake 7pm
ale,
, o—/pMm
+ *Building Bridgespto

Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney At
Law: 1903 Lincoln American
Tower, 60 North Mid—America
Mall, Memphis 38103 — 527—3795.

Apartment Club: 343 Madison —525—
9491.
Barbara‘s: 1474 Madison — 278—
4313.
Chaps: 111 N. Claybrook—726—4767.
G. Bellington Rumples: 1819
Madison — 725—0415.
Hut: 102 N. Cleveland — 725—9872.
J—Wags: 1268 Madison — 725—1909.
Oops: 1349 Autumn — 272—1634.
Pipeline: 1382 Poplar — 726—5263.
Reflections: 92 North Avalon — 272—
1525.
WKRB inMemphis: 1528 Madison
— 278—9321.
PORTRAITS / PHOTOGRAPHY
See—S: 327—3760.
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
Steve Solomon, Affiliate Broker,
Davies—Sowell, Inc.: 54 S.
Cooper, Memphis 38104 — 278—
4380.
TRIANGLE JOURNAL NEWS
IS ALSO DISTRIBUTED AT
THESE LOCATIONS
Davis—Kidd Booksellers Inc.: 397
Perkins Rd. Ext. — 683—9801.
Memphis and Shelby County Public
Library: 1850 Peabody — 725—
8800.
P & H Cafe: 1532 Madison Ave. —
274—9794.
Squash Blossom Market: 1720
Poplar — 7254823
Tobacco Corner Newsroom: 669
Mendenhall Rd S. — 682—3326 &
1803 Union — 726—1622.
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Airport

2214 E.

Bookma

Brooks Rd.
Open

We

'

—

345—0657

24 Hours

Carry a Great Selection of Adult Entertainment

Videos
Magazines
Novelties & More!
Shop Us This Weekend for Big Savings!
New Movies Twice Weekly in Arcade!
Coupon $10.00 Off
Airport Bookmart
March Special
$10.00 off all $59.95 Videos
with coupon
Coupon $10.00 Off

—

